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I. I NTRODUCTION 
septemb~r :2, :993, space shut-.~.: e Ciscovf"ry r:1issiuIl 
STS·5: s'.lccesO"fully laur.ched i:1:'o ':.:>::-bit 'car::-ying sevf'::-a: 
pieces or :"1ardwar~ a:1Q sofLware :"r. support. 0: Deve I opmt'l:t Test 
:'nvestigJ.te t-.he ',lo;e 01 the Global PosiLio:1:":1q Syslem :or 
shull ~ f' C::-h:'ter navigCltion Clnd O-::-biter/sJ.tell:"::e relat-.ive 
r.J.vi]atic.Jl:. 
C:o:npor.en:.s or tr.e exper:"rr,e:1t ir.c:'c.ded the shuttlf' 
O::-biter's llav:''J"Cl~io:l cOr:1p~!ler and pl~lse code mod·.llJ.ti':':>IlI!',aster 
~!!lil ::rCMMU: c--ont-.aini:1g :Jrhiter nav:'gat:'Ql: da~.a al:j t-.elerrelry, 
d Trimblt' Adva:1ced NaviyatiuIl St'IlSU':: (TANS: Q'JJDREX G?S 
::-eceiver tur 'J"i:iLherill',! 8:?S o;t-.ate vectur ir.fu!T.lat.ion, (3) Cl GRID 
153.'1 :?ort-.al";:'e GRID SyRteIT.R Computer (PC:;SC) ",'ith .'w:t-.wa::-e Ln 
s:.rippiIly al:d st'lldiI:g desired data pac;kets frc:n ::hc O::-b:":.e::-' s 
128 :.znyte dat.]. s:.::-eClrr, c.sed by L"1e ?CMY.U r::c (4) a second GRTD 
wit-.~ Naval Post-.graduate (N?S} aed TANS G?S 
Gf'rn·,a:1 ORP",rsjsPAs sat-.e: I =--~.e wi ~.~ an o:1hoarci GPS rcc--eiver_ 
STS-51 DTO 700-6 MISSION OVERVIEW 
':':"1e S':'S 51 r:liss:'on ",-as tr.e first space shuttle flight to 
S!:c{'e88t!:lly ca::-ry al~d operale a ':'A.'\S GPS J::eceiv~r :'n space. 
This provided ::he unique science oppor::',.Ini ty of collecting GFS 
state vec:.or data and comparing this data wi::h Orbi t er state 
vector data ge::lerated by ground t racking and p::-opagated by the 
Orb i ters navigation computer to determine the ::-e l iability of 
GPS as an en - orbit navigation a~d. Addit ional l y, t:"1e space 
shuttle Discovery deployed ar,d retrieved a shuttle pal l et 
satell i te (SPAS) also carrying a GPS receiver. T:"1is prese:1t ed 
the opportanity to compare ground tracking state vecto::-s with 
SPAS GPS state vectors as wel l as evaluating TANS GPS and SPAS 
GPS relative navigation during rendezvous and p::-oximity 
ope::-ations. 
The TA.,...-S QUADREX GPS sta::e vector data was compared wit h 
the Orbiter inertial navigat ion system (INS) state vector.':! 
propaga::ed by the Orb:":.er's navigat~on computer. A comparison 
of the states would demonstrate the feasibility of using GPS 
data to l:.pdate t he Orbi:.er navigation system. T:"1e Orbiter INS 
sta::e vector is presently upda::ed by data ap::.ink from earth 
based tracking stations approxirna::ely eve ry five to elgh t 
:"1ours to correc:: fer inertial system d::-ift. Given reliable GPS 
state vector information, it was expected that by comparing 
::he Orbiter INS state vec::or with the TA.'·";S GPS state vector, 
the Orbiter inertia l pOSition vector drif:: away from t he 
Orbiter TANS GPS posicion vec tor over time wou ld be obse!:Ved. 
On an I NS update, it was predicted that the iner::ial posi:. i on 
wou l d return to some position close to the TANS GPS position 
vector, lend i ng some credi~ility t o the conc!'!pt of using GPS 
for naviga'.:: iona1 update~. 
The 5TS - 51 mission profi l e called fo, re l easing the 
ORFEUS/SPAS s atel l ite on flight day two, rr.aneuv ering the 
Orbiter away fro:11 the s atellite for several days to a l low data 
collection, then a rendezvo;;s to cap ture SPAS on fligh: day 
pr lor to de - orbiting . ORFEUS/SPAS state vector 
~ :l f ormatioIl was availab l e via data link of it' s onboard GPS 
receiver data, and by ground trac~illg and uplin:<;: of a target 
sta t e vcr:tor. Orbiter and SPAS state vectors were then 
avai l able on the 125 Kbyte data StreicHI' sent fro;n the PCMMlJ to 
the GRID 1535 . The NPS software tools COll t ai :led i n the PGSC 
rece~ved data !Jackets from the GRID 15)5 and the '1A. .... S GPS unit 
t o provide real t i ll'e :L NSjG PS difference plots , several real · 
time relat i ve :no tion d isp l ays , and relative posi t ion 
pr!'!dictlO!! disp l ays that n orrnally woul d require ground 
trackin g inforrna:.ion and manual plotting . These tools l ay the 
foundatio:l for the use of GPS as an aid to on orbie. navigation 
and spacecraft r endezvous and docking. Les sonS learne d wil l be 
useful for :uture shuttle miss i ons and essent iill to t he 
developrr.ent and cperil ti o:l of a manned space station. 
PURPOSE OF DEVELOPMENT TEST OBJECTIVE 700 - 6 
The DTO 700 · 6 oh j ectiv es wer!'! defi:led by t he :::lTO software 
"lan p u blished by the STS-51. DTO 7 00 · 6 rranaS1er. The DTO 
software was divided intc [our l eve l s in order of priority. 
The Level I DTO objectives as stated in the software plan 
were to operate the TANS GPS receiver , display data on the 
PGSC CRT, and store state vectors and other GPS data packets 
i n files for post flight analysis (PFA). 
The Level II :JTO code was to visually display the relative 
difference of the Orb :'..: er INS state vector and the Crbiter 
TANS GPS state vector in rea l time. If possib l e, Level II code 
was also to perfonn a similar comparison between the target 
vector for SPAS and the SPAS GPS. State vector input s to tr.e 
program were to be manually or autoIT'.atical:'y input. Level II 
DTO code is contained in the NPS software. 
The Level Ill/IV DTO code objectives included using state 
vector information supplied by the Orbiter, GPS and ground 
tracking to provide real-tir:le relative motion plotting of the 
ORFEUS/SPAS satellite and the Orbi:er. Level III/IV DTO code 
is also conta ined in the NPS software. 
C. NPS SOFTWARE OBJECTIVES 
The NPS software package written for STS-51 was desig:led 
to meet the requirements set forth in the 0':'0 700-6 software 
plan. Thi s was accomplished through the use of state vector 
difference plots (Level II) and relative position plots (Level 
II:/IV) . In addition, the NPS software was designed to provide 
targe t locating data in the [ann o~ pitch/yaw/distance 
information, as well as predicted motion plotting to aide in 
rendezvou!'! and proximity operations. Thes e tools, whi :'", 
insplred by t. he GPS DTO, do not rely OYl GPS to provi:::le 
navigation solutions. The NPS software ocly requires target 
dnd Orbiter stdte vectors. Therefore , any sta':.e vector source 
(lKS, GPS, ground targeting, approach radar, or a rr.dnudl 
keyboard ent!"y) may be used to provide an automated 
situational awareness tool to the flight crew. 
D. SUMMARY 
The scope of this t_hesis was to develop the Kaval 
Postgraduate Schoo l State Vector Analysis and Relative r-::otion 
PlottiYlg (N?S) softw,ne residing i n th e GR ID 1530 ?GSC, 
i:1tegrate that softwa!"e with existiYlg softwCl!"e and hardware t o 
accomplish the D':'O 700 · 6 objectives, support the 5':'S · 5'.. 
mission dur ing tra ining and Clctual flight. and perform post-
:light analysis of the col l ected data . 
Testing of the NPS software was accomplished on a desktop 
co:nputer (PC} with software e:nuldt_ion of the flig:'1t inputs. 
Testing of the complete integrated flight softwa!"e package 
(w/o TANS GPS data) and re l ated DTO compo:lents was performed 
in t_he space shuttle iYlteg::-ated flight simulator at cTormson 
Space Center p!"ior to fli ght acoard S':'S · 5::'. 
The NPS softwdre was written in the 'C ' prog::-am:niYlg 
l anguage using Barldnd C++. Several p::-oven 'off the shelf' 
software tools we::-e integrated wi t h :.ools developed as a part: 
of this project. 'Off the she l f' tools included a p rove n 
Cowell orbit propagdtor, a GPS state v ect_or filte::-, dnd 
cOITJllunications software. Developed software included interface 
routines, data processing and plott ing !"outines, and 
rendezvous aids. 
Details o f the NPS software, its rol e in the STS-5 1 
mission and DTO 700 - 6 , c ode development, and post f light data 
analysis are contained within t:'1is thesis. Chapter I T contains 
a desc!"iption ot DTO 700-6, including hardwa:ce and software 
components. Chapter III contains an introduction to spacecraft 
relative motion a:1d plotti:1g. Chapte!" IV contains an overview 
of the STS - 51 mission as it relates to DTO 700 - 6 . Chap ter v 
contains a detailed desription 0: the NPS software structure 
and organization. Chapter VI cor-tains a detai l ed description 
o f major software functions. Chapter VII contains a des ription 
of the NPS p:cogram flow and operation. Chapter VIII discusses 
data collection and ana l ysis. Chapter I X discusses lessons 
::'earned. Chapter X cor-tains resul ts and conc::'us ions . 
glossary of terms, software user's manual, and the source code 
are contained as append i ces. 
II. DEVELOPMENT TEST OBJECTIVE 700-6 DESCRIPTION 
A . DEVELOPMENT TEST OBJECTIVE 700-6 OBJECTIVES 
Generally stated, the purpose of' 01'0 700 - 6 is t:-te 
invest igation of the u se of GPS as a source for 0:1 orb i t. 
i nertial navigation s y stem updace and relative motion 
deteT.Tllination between the space s hut.t le and a targe t. 
satel lite. The goals of DTO 700-6 are descr i bed i:1 de t.ail by 
the objec t. ives of each of the four levels of the OTO software 
p l an . 
the TA.>.JS QUADREX GPS receiver. 
and store state vect ors and 
by hand or 
state vector 
Level I ob j ectives were me t by TANS GPS so ftware wri tten 
by Mi ke Ar:1ie of t.he Lock heed Engi:1eering and Science s 
Corpora t ion for NASA. ':'he ':'A.'1S GPS software runs in the GR ID 
15::>0 PGSC and accepts inp'.lt fro:n t h e TANS GPS unit via an RS· 
422 cable and port . 
Leve l II , III, and IV objectives were aC:1.ieved by the NPS 
software running co" r esident :"n the G:;Ur:: l510 PGSC. The NPS 
software accepted TANS GPS state vector information from t~e 
'TANS GPS software and al l other necessary information from the 
Orbi ter' s computer via the GRID l 535 PGSC and an RS - 232 port. 
DTO 700-6 COMPONENT DESCRIPTIONS 
1. Hardware Components 
a. Pulse-Code Modulation Haster Unit (PCMMU) 
The PCMMU was t he source for the l28 Kbyte data 
l ink information. This data stream contains up-link and down-
l ink telemetry used by the Orbiter and ;\'ASA flight 
controllers. Inforrr.a tion contained in the telemetry inc l uded 
Orh i ter and S PAS target state vectors. Orbi ter at t i tude 
informat.ioI'. in ':.he form of a quat.ernion, and SPAS tele:netry 
including SPAS GPS s':.ate vectors. 
b. GRID 1535 Portable GRID Systems Computer (PGSC) 
The GR:O 1535 laptop computer wa s the interface 
between t.he PCMMU and the GR ID 1530 PGSC. It wa s linked to the 
PCMMU through a 128 Kbyte data link cable. The GRID 1535 
contained the PC DecoITL"Tlutator (PCDecom) sof tware package. 
PCDecom transmitted data packets from the GR:D 15 35 PGSC to 
the GR:O 1530 PGSC via the RS-232 communica tions port for use 
by the NPS softwa::.-e. 
c . GRID l530 Portable GRID Systems Computer (PGSC) 
The GRI:::J 153 0 PGse i s a portable cornpu t_ er with a 10 
MHz 80386 mi croprocessor, 8 M:.Jyt!;>s RAM, and 40 Mby::e int_E'rna l 
hdni drive. The GRlD 1530 PGSC contained the NPS software and 
t_he TANS CPS software. It ::-eceived state vector data f::-om t_he 
GRID 1535 via the RS - 232 port and f::-om the TA.:'I!S QUADREX GPS 
receiver v i a the RS - 422 port . 
d. TANS Quadrex GPS Receiver 
ThE' Trimble Advanced Navigation Sensor (TANS) is a 
channel G?S rece i ver which prov-;des posit-ion, veloci t y, 
time and other informdtion to ex::erna l ddtd term.lnals. l'r.e 
TANS G:?S receiver was connected to t:"le GRID 1530 PGSC vid the 
::<5 -4 22 port. corrunu:licat i ons and control of the TA.'I!S uni t was 
handled by the Tk\"S GPS software in the GRID 1530 :?GSC . Th e 
TANS GPS receive~ has Llree antennae that were velcro rnmmted 
i:1 the O~biter wi.ndows on Flight Day one of the mission. This 
ante:lna a::-rangement made Tk'lS GPS reception a function o f t_ he 
Orbiter'S at t i t_ud e. For furt-her i n:ormat- i on on the TANS GPS 
rece i ve::-, see [Ref. 1 ] . 
e. ORFEfTSISPAS 
The Orb '-- :: ing Ret_rievabl e and Extreme 
Ult.rav i olet Spectromete::- {ORFEUSI hOl,.;sed onboard the German 
bu i lt- Shut t le Pal let Satel li te {SPAS) contained a Genl'.dn made 
space qualified CPS receiver. The ORFEUS!S PAS GPS uni t 
l:seu to prov'--de state v ector information in its tele:net..:-y. The 
SPAS state vector i:J.formation wa s then retrieved from t h e 128 
~byte data link stream for use in the N?S software. 
2. Software Components 
a. PC Deconmut:at:or (PCDecom) 
The PC Decommut.ator (PCDecom) software package 
writ~en hy Tom Si l va of The Telemetry Workshop resided in the 
GRID 1535 PGSC. PCDe com is capable of reading data fro:n the 
128 ~byte data stream, displaying selected data to the G,,-ID 
1535 PGSC display screen, and packetizing desired data for 
serial transmission to other users. For DTO 700·6, PCDecom 
~ransmitted data packets containi:J.g Orbiter, SPAS ~arget, anc 
SPAS GPS state vectors as we l l as the Orbiter's quate rn io:1 to 
the GRID 1530 via an RS-232 port for us e by the NPS sof~_ware . 
b. TANS Software 
The TANS GPS software, level code, 
communicated with the TANS unit, displayed various TANS GPS 
data on t he GRID 15 30 PGSC display screen, converted the TANS 
GPS state v~ctor fro:n WGS-84 Earth-centered, 3arth - fix~d 
(ECEF) coordinate s to M-50 inertia l coordinates, and yrovided 
the M- 50 GPS sta t e vector data to the NPS software. 
c. NPS Software 
The NFS software, or l evel II, III , and IV code, 
processed incoming state vectors for display on rela~_iv~ 
motion plots and sta t e vector difference plots. The NPS 
sof~ware was run independent l y as a stand a l one yrogram when 
10 
TANS GPS data wa s unavai lable during shu':.tle fli ght 
simula tions prior t o the launch of STS - S1, and as a 
subordinate function t o the TANS GPS l eve l I code during t he 
STS - Sl missic!1. Details of t he NPS softwa:- f;' are contained i n 
the Chapters V, VI, and VII . Further info rma tion is contained 
in the User's Guide in Appendi x B. 
The r e la tionshi t=: between the hardware and software 
component s of this e xperiment is illustrated in Fig '.ll::e 2 -1 . 
PCMMU 
=- , GPS SIGNAL 
SPAS rE lE M~mY 
Wl f,JOOW -_ 
MOUNTED = 
TANSGPS 
ANTE NNAE - __ ~ • 
128 KbyTe ' 
DATA LINK '-~ ~ GROUN) TRACKING 
t:::j 
Figure 2- 1 . DTO Hardware/Software Components. 
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III . RELATIVE MOTION AND PLOTTING 
The STS 51 mission obj ectives included the use of the TANS 
CPS receiver to ob tain GPS data on orbit, and the dep l oymer,t 
a:ld recovery of the O?FEUS/SPAS satellite. These e vents 
p::-ovided u:lique opportunities to test featu:::es of the NPS 
software re l ative motion p l otcing functions and fulfi ll tr.e 
level III/IV obj ectives of DTO 7CJO-6, speciL.callyevaluating 
re::'ative GPS navigaticn for Sdtel li te rendezvous and 
displaying in real time the rendezvous profi l e. 
To appreciat.e the capab i lit ies of the NPS software and i ts 
e:npl.oyment, a basic underst andillg of spacecraft re l ative 
mot ion , relative motion plotting, ane. Crbiter separat~on, 
rendezvous, and proximity operations is n e c essary . The 
:':l l lowing description, while by no means complete, serves to 
p:::ovide the background to understand the NPS software's use 
du:::i:1S the STS - 51 IT.issioll. 
A. RELATIVE MOTION PLOTS (R-BAR/V-BAR) 
The concept 0: :::elative motion between a target vehicl e 
and a chase::: vehic le in space is complicated by the lack of a 
constant reference when viewed in an inertial trame. To 
simplify the presentation and explanation of :::elat i ve motio:l, 
the relative mot ion p lo t uses a lcca l ve::-tical , c i rcula"C { LVe) 
coordinate system. The Lve coordinate system is target-
I 
centered . The Z-axis rotates with the target and is pos:"t.ive 
directed radially towa=-d the Earth (R-bar). The X-axis is 
curvi l inear and positive in the general direction of o!"bit 
motion (V-bar) . The Y-axis is normal to the ta r get's orbital 
plane and ccmpletes the ::-ight - hand coo::-diI"'_ate system . The R-
bar/V-bar plot displays the re l ative rr.otioI"'_ between a tdrget 
and a chaser vehicle in Lve . This system is the one used by 
NASA in p l anning shutt l e O!"biter rendezvous and prox::.mity 
cperations . (Figure 3 -1 .) 
Figure 3-1. Relative motion plot definition. 
R-bar displacement is measured positivel y towards the 
Earth and represen ts a n a l titude difference between the target 
and the chaser . V- bar disp l acement is measured positively i:1 
the target' s direction o f travel and represents the phase 
difference bet ween the target and the chaser. Thus, if the 
chaser were direct l y be l ow Lhe targeL on the radius v ector to 
the Ea~t:'1's :::enter, it. would appear on the +Z axis (R-barl 0: 
Lhe relative motion plot, Similarly, if che chaser was aho=ad 
of the target 0:1 tho= t. a~get 's orbiLal IJath d nd at the targets 
altitude , it would appear on the +X axis lV - bar) en the 
relative mo t ion plot.. 
B. S INGLE IMPULSE, IN PLANE, ORBITAL MANEUVERS 
The fo ll owing ma:1ellVers are the fundamental bui l di:1g 
b l ocks af rendezvous and pr-oximic.y oper-ations . The resulting 
motions d esc ribo=::: assume the Orbiter-'s initia l position is co -
l ocated wit h a n::m -maneuvering target and in a co "planer orbit 
in order t. o previae a ~efe~ence point to mo=as\~ re 
against . 
1. Posigrade Burn 
A posigr-ade bur-n is one i n which t.ne thr-llSt is ln the 
dir-ection of the velocity vector. A posigrade b urn increases 
the energy of t. he orbit., increases the s emi major axis a:1a the 
angular- momentum, and increases t. he period of t he orbi t. Fo r-
a !lear c ircular- ::>rbit, a posigrade burn wil l raise every point 
ut the u~bit except t:'1e thruSL poinL. For example, if the 
orbit was or-ig i nally circula r, a posigrade maneuver wil l 
crea t e a n ell ipt ical orbit, with the t hrust puint beceming 
!?o=r-igee and apogee cccurring 180 degr-ees of orbit travo= l 
a way. [Ref. 2; p. 1 · 1 1 J Results of a pcsigrade burn wi l l be 
separation fro:n the tar-get along the negative V-bar . 
2. Retrograde Burn 
A retrograde burn is one in which the thr.lst is 
opposed to the direction of the veloc:'..ty vector. A retrograde 
bur:1 decreases the energy of the orbit, decreases the semi-
rr.ajor dxis dnd the angular momentum , and decreases the period 
of the crbit . For a near circular orbit, d retrograde burn 
wil l lower every point of the orbit except the t hrust point. 
Fcr eXdmple, if the orbit was originally circuldr, 
re trograde ma:1euver will credte an ellipt ical orbit, with the 
thrust point becoming apogee am! perigee occurring 180 degrees 
of orbit travel away . [Ref. 2 : p . 1 -15] Results of a retrograde 
burn will be separation from the target along the positive V-
bar. 
3. Radial Burn 
A radia l burn is one in which the thrust is appl ied i:1 
a direction perpend:'..cular to the spacecraft's velocity vector 
dnd in the orbital plane of the spacecraft. [Ref . 2; p . 1 ·18 ] 
Radial burns ::::esult in a 'fly-around' mdneuver. That is, to a:1 
observer on the t drget, it appears as if the chaser vehicle 
flies in an ellipse whose path size is depe:1de:1t on the 
magnitude of the burn and whose period is equa l to the orbital 
period of the chaser vehicle. 
Figure 3 -2 illustrates the resultant rel ative motion of a 
chaser vehicle performi:1g posigrade, retrograde, and radial 
burn maneuvers (1 ftls burns) with respect to a target 
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Pigure 3-2. Sl.l.1IIIIIary of relative motion plots for 1 ft/s 
burns tnade in a circular orbi t. 
vehic l e . Both vehicles are initially co l ocated and in 
circu l ar orbits . 
C . RENDEZVOUS MANEUVER S EQUENCE 
The rende zvous is the act of bringin g t wo v eh i c l e s 
together. Consideration s for rendezvous are and 
'--nclude o rbita l pararneters such as a l t itude, phasing, and 
inclination . ':'he l ighting conditions are also of importance as 
the rendezvous m\.:.st be cO:1ducted in the light and star 
tracking oE the target requires that it be illumillaced . 
Depe::ldi n g on the mission, the rendezvous sequence can begin as 
early as l aun ch time . For L'le S':'8-51 SPAS mission , rendezvous 
commenceme n t was from the negat ive V- bar , hence only maneuvers 
re levant to rendezvous fr om near co -altitude , co - planer orbits 
will b e discussed . 
Phase Adjustment Maneuvers 
The phase adjustment maneuver , or nominal correct i on 
INC] , is used to adjust the' catchup' ra t e of t. he Orbi t.er to 
the t arget. This is perforned by rais i ng or lowering the semi -
ma j or a x is throu gh a posigrad e or retrograde man euver . The 
nominal correction maneuver is ground targeted. 
2 _ Co rrective Combi nation Maneuvers 
The nominal corrective combi!-lati o n (NCC) 
the first onboard ta r get.ed burn based on onboard sensor data 
such as the star tracke r o r r end ezvous radar . 
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3. Terminal Initiation 
Th e t enninal ini ~ iation (TI) burn a l ters the approdch 
from one of phasing to one o f direct int_ercept. TI occurs 
appruxima te ly one r evolution prior to inte r cep t . 
.;. Midcourse Correction 
The midco urse correction (Me) naneuvers are performed 
t o ensure correct, t_raJectory from TI t o target intercet:t. ;;'our 
YlC burns were plannerl dur ing the f i na l revo l ution of t_he 
rendezvous. 
The schedu led rendezvous maneuvers were designed to 
conclude with the O:::-biter in a stable pOl>ition 400 feet in 
fr ont of the target: on the V-bar. The f inal approach t o the 
target i s i:1c luded in proximity operations maneuverir.g . 
D. PROXIMITY OPERATIONS 
Proximity Operations (PRQX CPS) consist of severa l types 
of naneuve rs inc l uding close in station k e eping, separation 
maneuve!'ing, and f inal dppl::'oaches to t:'le target . 
1. Station Keeping 
Sta t ion keeping is perfonr.ed by matching the target 
orbital p lane and alt i tude . When precise statiuIl keeping is 
net required. as is the case whe:1 t he t arget is being held at 
som., stand - off distance. local phasing or fly-around maneuvers 
c an b e e xecu teci to ma i nta in s t ation. 
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2. Separation Maneuvers 
Separdtion from the target Cdn be achieved by mea!"'.s of 
a posigrade or re:.rograde Dl.lrn, a radia l burn, or by a 
combina tion of L'1ese. A ::;eparation maneuver is referred to as 
a SEP burn. 
3. Approach To Target 
While there is nc standard rer.dezvous procedure 
applicable to a l l sit.uations, t.hree methods of appZ'oach 
technique have been st.udied with respect. to operat::.ons 
feasibility, propel lant consumption, and plume impingement. 
The techr.iques are (1) the direct approach, (2) the V-bar 
approacr, (from behind or ahead), ar.d (3) the R-bar approach 
(fror:! above or below) . [Ref . 2: p. 4 - 10] The STS 51 r'lissi:Jn 
profile called for a positive V-bar approach and 
e xplanation of this method is in orde::-. 
The !,!os:Lt.:Lve V- bar approach initiated by 
establishing a clos"-lre rate tcward the target via a 
combination retrcg:::-ade!rad i al outward bl.lrn. This results :til a 
'hop ' on the V-ba ::- toward the target . With no furthez: thn.:.ster 
inputs, the trajectory would fal l be:ow the V- bar and the 
Orbiter wou:d move ahead and away from t he target. As the 
Orbi t er crosses the V-bar, a radially outward d i rected burn 
from the prima:::-y reaction cor.trol 5ys t err, (PReS) raises the 
Orbiter sl ightly above the V-bar, allcwing the Orbiter to slow 
down and close wi th r_he target further . This sequence 
continues unti l the target is i n tercepted, where a braking 
maneuver nulls t he closure rate and stabilizes the Orbiter 
with respect to the target. IFigure 3 - 3.l 
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':'h,," S':'5 :~ mission otJjectives inci\Hie,j. t~"1e use of the ':'ANS 
G?S :::eceiver 1_8 8b7.ain G?S da~a 0:1 orbi:::, Clnd ::r.e 
deplcymen::: and r,=ccvery 0: the GPS equippec. OR?EUS/SFAS 
fe",t"r,=s of tLe N:rS softwClre re~Clt plo:.:.ing 
LmCl_lons and fulfill tr.e ob-jectives of CTO 
STS-S1 MISSION TIME LINE 
Th,," STS- 'i:i planned l':liss:'on prot 1,," eveet.>" pertai:1:"ny to 
:J'l'O ane. rt'la~ed events s'Jcl: as SPAS dep:"oy:-r,ent 
Flight day one Thee :::TO harjware COIT'p():l(-,nts iT.l'lNS G?S 
ir. :Jisc8ve::-y's tl:"ght cab:"n. 
TA.'\'S GPS cat-a r""~,,rding was 
in:"t:"ated. 
Flight day 
ach:':eved. Th':::(Ju'olll a st'rit's u: 
Figure 4 -1. SEP 1 Maneuver 
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Discovery was moved away from 
the SPAS along the V- bar by 
of posigrade and 
retrograde thrusts . Initial 
sepa:.-a tion was accomplished 
at the SEP 1 (retrograde ) 
burn. ( Figure 4 1., Table 4-
1 . ) The Orbiter arrived at 
the positive V-bar after one 
revolution . A posigrade burn 
performed to null rate s 
and allow V-bar station 
keeping. The SEP 
(posigrade) carried Discovery 
over the top and behind SPAS. 
(Figure 4 - 2 . ) At V- bar 
eros sin g, the SEP 
( retrograde) burn 
Figure 4 - 2 . SEP 1 and S EP 2 
burns 
performed and the Orbiter f..-- -' --+---------11 
advanced to a station keeping 
posi t ion on the V-bar between 
+13 and +20 nmi. Nominal 
Correc t ion (NC) 
performed this time and 
Discov ery maintained station 
Table 4-1. ORFEUS j SPAS 
SEPARATION PROFILE 
:!"ler .. =hrOl.:gh a series of phasing man"".lvers t:nti: f=-~gh~ day 
six. :Fi:::ure 4-:3.) 
Figure 4-3. SEP 3 maneuver to V-bar station keeping. 
Flight day six XC 11 p:!1asing rr-aneuver (pcslgrade 
perfo:::-rr.ed. Disr:r:v"ry maneuv~r2::l tc::wards and ov"r t.!1" tOl~ o[ 
t:'1e Sf AS to t<:ike up <:i st<:ition keeping pos~:ion cn the V-l;ar at 
lC t.G -17 r.m.'-. Figure 4-4.1 
Figure 4-4. 
Flight day eight The !:endezvous maneuve!:' was performed. A 
posigrade pr,asing maneuver moved the O!:'biter from statior, 
keeping to approximately - 30 nmi on the V-bar . A second 
retrog!:'ade phasing maYleuver i::litiated the three revolution 
approach to intercept. This was fol':'owed by ::a:cget acquisition 
wit h the Orbiter's star tracker, a relative navigation update, 
and the NCC bu!:'n . The !:'e:1dezvous radar acquired the target at 
app!:'oximately t wo revolutions out. At V· bi;l!:' crossing , one 
revolution prio!:' to i:1tercept , the TI burn cccurred . In t:le 
fina l orbit of the approach, four Me I1'.aneuvers were performed 
to ensure the Orbiter a!:'r':'ved slightly above the V-bar 
approximate l y ,,00 feet ahead of the t a!:'ge::. From here a 
positive V-bar approach (discussed previously in c hapte!:' II I) 
was p l anned co complete the inte!:'cept. (Figure 4 - 5. ) 
Figure 4- 5 . 
Fl ight day nine· Disassembly and storage of OTO hardware was 
comp l eted ir. prepa:cation for return to Ea!:th. 
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V. NPS SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE 
NPS SOFTWARE DESIGN PHILOSOPHY 
':':"1e NPS softwc.re arcr.itectc.re design lS ar. c~vent ririvee 
Firch:'~.ectc.re. The N~S Su.':lwd.::e c:.Jllecl ddta ::roo :nc.l :.i"Ole 
sO'..lrces sc.ch CIS com:nueica::-.i:J:1S perl_s ().:' 1:'1('s, process data, 
C::>:1trel lhp scrppn, a:1c! :::espo:1d to keyboarcl Theo 
prcgrc.m ca:1r.ot be dependen: on dr.y si:1'1lc.: event ::>ccu:::-rir.g suc.h 
:'n a lo:>p. T,1e XPS s:>1::-.wCtrp mUi't poll 
data SO'..lrC2, th02r. ceeti:me with iLS eLh"r tdsks er 
CU:1lrel te c.all in,! rOl:.tine. ':'he p::::>grii:n :n"..lst hCl:ldle 
oCcylJC<i.::d inte::-r..lpts witheut :'osir.'1 l:1put da:a. It :nUSL be 
rncus: enough to r.o.ndl e pdr::-.idl ci<itd ,ld::kf>ts ()r suspensier. of 
ddta l r-ar.sfpr wit:1nut crashin'!. 
T:"1e N~JS so::twcc:e is urycl:1ized un sev02rd:' l"v02:'s. ;JClta 
Ly"Oes uSPri cy the system are o:::ganize:i into a h:'pra:::C-::"1Y of 
data structuI02::J fer pIu'!rdm c.:££ici02ecy dud Leodddbility. The 
code is tnc:'tnx 01 1"..lr.c.t i or.s t.haL 
dll;w ::0::- flexibi:':':.y :'n pregrarr.:nir.J ar.d l:.SaJ2 T:"1e ::i:'e 
sys em is oTgo.ni 7('d fer eClse of <ide' ng new 
or files, ann CG:npili:1'1 t:1e code. 
DATA STRUCTURES 
T:le NFS seftwo.re W0S dcsiyeed tu :::U:1 ue theo G::<I0 153G 
FGSC, d l·J MHz 80386 po:::table co:nputer. T~"1e 818w clock spee::1, 
combined with high data rates and computationally intens ive 
orbit p.::opagation, necessitated an efficient. code i n order to 
ensu.::e no loss of data. 
In order to minimize the time spent pass i ng large dat.a 
struc tu .::es (such as a state vecto::::- which contains 56 bytes ) 
arou nd between func::.ions, L'le NPS software maximizes the use 
of pointe.::s to access data structures. Simply passing ':_he 
pointer to a structure into a function allows access t:u the 
entire structure in the function by referring to t.he memory 
address of ::.he structure. 
Efficient use of structures int.ernal to the NPS software 
allow single funct.ions, such as plotting routines, to be used 
for mu l tiple combinations of inputs, adding Elexibi:'ity to the 
code and reducing t.he executable fi le size . For examp l e, there 
is only one R-bar/V-bar plotting function. However, this one 
function is ahle to display six distinct p l ots simply by 
calling the function with pointers to stru ctures com:aining 
t he p l ot data , titles, scales, and rir.g buffer fi les fur the 
individual plot desired . 
Some defined structures are '-1sed for editing screens. A., 
editil'.g screen allows the operator to rnam:al ly input or modify 
program variables suc h as state ve c tors or function toggle 
switches. Aga i n, the use of pointers to structures c onta i nir.g 
edit information is a f :'exible and efficient way of 
progranur:lng . 
Several types of struc tu :::-es have been created for use in 
progra=ung . Theo;e include simp l e ~tructures and complex 
structures. A s imple struc l ure, such as the Vector structure, 
consists of three doubles (doub le precision floating point 
number, 8 bytes each), x, y, and z. A complex structure , such 
as the State_vector structure, contains two Vector struc tu res 
a rlO" double for time. The struc ture data types used by the 
NPS software ar-e defined here . 
1. Vector Structure 
A Vec t o r st.ructure consists of t hree doubles (8 bytes 
each), x, y, a nd z. Vec t ors are used '--I'. complex structures 
such as State_vectors and independent l y throughout t he COde. 
2. State_vector Structure 
The State_vector structure contains t wo Vector 
structures, representing posit ion Clnd velo c ity, and a doubl e 
representing time. State_vectors are t he primary infermat i on 
source the NFS software was des i g:led to examine. 
3. RV_vector Structure 
The RV_vector str':.lctu!'e conta.l.ns Cl pos:'..t:'..on 
structure and a double representing tirr.e. An RV vector 
contains the coordinates of the Orbit:er with respect to the 
target in the R-bar/V·bar coordinate system . 
4. Diff_vector Structure 
T:le Diff_ vector struc ture contains an array of two 
doubles, the difference of the mag :litudes of two sta te 
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vec t or'S posit i on a n d ve l ocity vectors , a n d a double 
containing time . 
5. Qua ternion Structure 
A Quaternion structure contains five doubles, q1, q2, 
qJ, q4, and A Quate:::-nion is a four parameter 
representation of a trans forma tion matrix . It provid es a 
numerica l relationship between coordina t e frames. Quaternions 
are used due to their convenient small size; that is, four 
paramete r s , as 8pposed to nine parame te r s in a transformation 
matrix (or direction cosine matrix). [Ref . 4, p 1 - 1] The 
relationsl:ip between the Orbiter body and M-50 IAries -mean - of -
1950 Cartesian c oordinate system) ine r tial coord inate frames 
come s into the NPS sof twa:::-e as a guaternion. The qllaternion is 
then c onver t e d into a direction cosine ll'.a t rix for use in the 
program. Quat ernion a l gebra is no t <lsed i n t h e N?S s o ftware. 
6. Packet Structures 
State vectors and various other informatior, are passed 
i n to t he NPS system i n t he forr.l of data packet s. A data packe t 
is a stLlctur e consisting of seve:::-al othe:::, structures 
i ncluding packet_header structure , packet specific 
info!"mation , and a Packet_t rai l er structure . There are three 
types of packets , (1) the Orb...,.packet (O r biter packe t ) , (2) the 
Spas...,.packet (SPAS packet) , and ( 3 ) t h e Orb_ gps...,.packet (Orbi t er 
GPS packet) . The Orb...,.pac ket cont ains a n O:::--bi t e:::-- Sta t e _vecto r 
structu :::'e, Orbi t e:::- Quaternion struc t ure, ro._ info st:::-ucture , 
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and target State_vector structu!"e. The Spasy acket contains 
the SPAS State_vector st ruc,::ure. The Orb_>wsyacket contains 
the Orb i te r TANS GPS State_vector structure. 
The KU_info structure was includ ed to allow i npu t of 
J..nf ormation relating to the KU- barvi radar used for approac h 
and rendezvous . This structure was not ut.ilized for STS 51. Tt 
was !:"c t ained [or possib l e future use . 
7. Nps_state_vector_info Structure 
The Nps_state_vector_ info stn.:cture contains the input. 
state_ vector structure, seccrvi • copy' state vector 
struct.ure, and va!:"ious dGrEin i strative flags and time marke!:"s 
used by t he program to organ i ze r.he information knc· .. ·n about a 
given state vector. The original inpu':: stat!;> v !;>cto r is never 
altered in the NPS system. Only the 'copy' is manipular.ed or 
propagated. This pr@:serves the or::'g ina l data shuuld some other 
function or higher level system require it . 
8, Nps_ quaternion._info Structure 
The Nps_ quaternion_info structure the 
function for the Quaternion 'he 
9. Gravity_data Structure 
The gravity_ data structure consists of five doubles 
con t aining p::'anetary constants such as Earth radius . fL<.~" 
(Earth gravitational constant), the Earth flattening 
coe:"ficient, the J2 zonal harmonic coefficient, and the earth 
rotat ion rate w. The gravity_data structure also includes two 
deuble arrays containing the GEM 9 gravity model sectoral and 
tesseral ha rmonic coefficients. 
For :urther info!:Tl'ation on gravity model data, see 
[Ref. '5 : Chapter 9] . 
10. Gravity_medel_ data Structure 
The gravity_medel_data con ta ins 
gravity_data st~cture and t hree integers. Two of the integers 
determine the number of sectoral and !.esseral harmonics to use 
i:1 the gravity mode l . The third is an on/oEf mode switch. 
11. Drag_ medel_ data Structure 
The drag_medel_data s tructure consists of four doubles 
defining the solar :"lux (FlO.7), mean solar flux (FlO.7""'E)' 
the :::arth' s geoIT.agr..etic index. and a ballistic number :"or the 
object to which the drag_model_data struc!.ure is assigned. 
12. Perturbations Structure 
The Perturbatiens contains 
gravity_ medel_ data structure and a drag_medel_data structure. 
Each propagated object (ie Orbiter, ORFEUS/SPAS) has its own 
Perturba tion structure. 
13. Nps~redicter_tbrust Structure 
The NpsJredlctor_thrust structure contains three 
integer f:'ags indicating the status (on/offl of the thrust 
predictor function and the delayed thrust option, and the 
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T,VLH/body coo::::-dinate switci:. Th is strucLun-' i'I':'~l) contail::3 a 
double w:"~.h t'le deloyed ~ 'l ruste r fi:-ing t i me, 3.11(l. d Vector 
st.ructure h oldi:lg L:l= dt' l la-'! CODpc:12n:s of the th::::ust. 
14. Npsyredictor Structure 
The Nps predictor ::;tru:.-lur2 contains il. p01:lt2r LO ~r.e 
Perturhations :o;L r -,l ct.u,::'e , a point2r to ~.he Nps_quaternion_info 
str-.lct.u n-' , ~.:le Npsyredlctor_thrust s:n.:.ctu::::-e, ti:n-'p doubles 
conti'l'.ni:lg s::ep size, del,,}, t ir:le be::weer. predicto:::: c.p8a~.e", 
a:1d tt:c t i :nt' wLen ~ he wl'. l t'X2cu~e Ilt'xt. 1'r.e 
SLnwture ii:'SO contains tWQ integers decl3.ring tr.F' 
steps :0 pr<=d:'cL dnd wheLher lhe is ael.'..vt' o r 
15. Nps._graphics_info Structure 
TLe Nps_graph i cs_info structure contains integers 
defieing tr.e video cer.ter, 
for:t size, page numoer (fo::-- t",xt sc:ree:1s:l, iind i'I tF'xt./griiphlcs 
:llon", f lag . 
16. Npsylot_axis 
':'he Npsylot_axis ,~.::::c.:-:~.'.lr2 :-:(;nta1r:5 t · ... ·8 doubles 
.n '-'prese:1Ling ::_"12 axis origil: a:'lG. t~"1e ax:'s r,clge for a single 
ax~s on d gl v p n 
17. Npsy1ot_info Structure 
T~"1e Npsylot_info structc.re cont:::t:"n3 pointers t::> FIe::: 
x deC. y 
~B. Nps_rvplot_info 
Each R-bar/V·bar plot has a designated Nps_rvplot_ info 
structure containing the NpB---'plot_info structure, a pointe~ to 
the plot RV_ vector rir.g buffer, a poi nter to the current menu 
bar l ist, pointers to the associated state vectors, pointers 
to the associated buffer storage file, a pointer to the 
Nps---'predictor str',lcture, a:1d var i ous plot ft.:.nction fl ag!> . The 
p.:..otting functio:1 is cal led with this structure as the call ing 
argument. Tr.is pe:rnlits a single relative motion p lo t function 
or difference p l ot function to be customized to d i splay any 
O:1e of the six possible combinatio:1s of desired state vector 
cOr:lparisons with appropriate titles, p l ot scale, and other 
features. 
Each 'Sawtooth' plot has designated 
NPS_ diffplot_info structt.:.re containing the Nps---'plot_ info 
structure, a poincer to the plot Diff_vector ring buffer, a 
pointer to the current :ner,u bar list, pointers to the 
associated state vectors, pointers to the associated buffer 
storage f i le, and various p l ot function f lags. :-:'1e plott ing 
function is called witI'. th is structure as the cal l i ng 
argurr.ent. :-:'1is pe:rnlits a single difference plot L.mcticn to be 
c'J!>tomized to displ ay anyone of the fO',lr poss ihle 
combinat ions 0: desired state vector comparisons with 
appropriate titles, plot scale, and other features, 
20. Nps~yplot_info Structure 
Each P'..:-.ch/Yaw plol hus it.s 0'01:1 Nps.yyplot_info 
struct.L:n-' c:J:1~a'..ni:1q title sLrinqs d:1d d poinL<-,r t.O :::.he :t'.e:1L 
'::'h"" :;>itch/Yo.w function is cal=--""d w:'~h this 
structc:re as the cal=--:'r.q arqumen:.. Thi" perTIits a Sil:gl e 
pilch/Yaw p=--ot fc:r.c:io:1 to be clstomized to disp=--ay pilCh/yaw 
info:::nat'..OIl Ddsed on any :Jne of L:le U:ree possible 
co:nhinations of soc:rce s:ate vect8::-S '01'..:1'. appropriate t::'t.l",~. 
,:,r.e Nps_filter_info ;;t.r"Jct.ur<-, :'ont.a:'l:s integers, 
doubles, and Vectors 'Jsed :or i:1itial'..zing ar.d mair.:aini:1g L"1e 
GPS ?ilter functio:l and its' rine buffer. 
22. Time_dhma Structure 
The Time_dhms structure coe:..aies unsigned short 
s<-,conds, and milli-se~oIld::; pas: m::'dnighL. 
Edit_label Structure 
T:le Edit_label st.rur:t.u::-e cont.a'..ns t.wo integers, 
screer. :::8''; ar.d c8lumn location of :::he edit :ie=--d t'..tle, 
and a poi:1~.er lo t.he ~haract.",r st.ring c8ntaining L"1e "'dit. 
f'..eld ti:::le. 
24. Edit_field __ illfo Structure 
The Edit_field_info slruclure defin"'~ t.h", "'dit. :i",=--d 
string locatio:":!, flags, size, iJ.r.c cc:rsor cf:set. 
25. Edit_field Structure 
The Edit_field structure defines screen locar_ion, data 
location, ar,d f i eld edit routines tor a single edit field . 
26. Current_field Structure 
7 he current_ field structure contains pointers to the 
Edit_field and Edit_ field_info structures currently in u,;e. 
27 _ Edit_screen Structure 
The Edit_screen structure contains Edit_label and 
Edit_field structures that make up an individual edit sc:::-ee n 
and the current_ field st.ructure. The Edit_ screen structure 
also contains pointers to data used by edit screen processing 
C. PROGRAM ARCHITECTURE 
The NPS software is not a single program. It is a 
collection o f tunctions L'"lat can be mixed and matched to 
create specific appli cations using the NPS relative mot.ion 
plotting and state vector analysis routines. One version of 
the code might read its input fro!l1 mu l tiple comrr,uni cations 
ports ('-e t:'"le flight version) wh'-le another version acquires 
its input f!""om data files lie for post- : l ight analysi,; of 
recorded data ) . An a l l encompassing ' Do - it-al:' version was 
undesirable due to s ize limitat ions on the executable size of 
t.he p:::-ogram. 
The versions of most ir.terest a:::-e the NPS 'st.and-al one' 
: l ight version and the TANS GPS/NPS integrated version as 
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t.hese were :.he vers:"ons flown on STS· 51. Twe ether ve::-s:"ons ct 
:":1::erest are the' !';inlllat_o::-' versioe, whi cr_ creates 
st_ate vector i:lputs :1:1 recllt:"rr.e d:1G :"s used for prng::-am 
testir_g, and L"1e 'replay' wr.ic:"1 !:C=-ays bd.ck ::-eco::-ded 
cnrrbir.ati:::ms, all va::-i<lL::s of tr_e prcgrarr. ccntai:l a r:-l~IDn:l 
arcr.i ::ectc.n-c'. All \::l(i!-'rst.and:"ng ot cne yi!-'~cls an llr:jerstanding 
o[ the ot_her!'; 
The 'Main' Function 
All 'c' prograrr.s :n.lst r.ave a ':nain' f-.lnr.::i:-l:l 
whic:"1 tu iJegin. ':'r_e NPS snf:"Nare is no differec:'. Ar: importd.r_t 
teat_ure 0: the l':FS softwClre is L"1Cl:: it does no:: :nCl::te::- wr.ere 
::he 'mClir:' functi:-ln is or what_ it_ cines, only ::hat it CCll-s t:le 
appropriate NPS suf::Wdre slllJfuIlct:"CIlS. 
F::-()m t_h!-' 'main' tllnet_ion t_/:!-' dat.d 
ini::ia=-ized. '1":"1e S(""J".lrce CfT.l::'d be a. ";a.t.a por":". :-IT device, 
il. :i=-e, or ancL"1er si:nulCl::or fllr_ct:"on. The NI'S softwelre does 
not care W:"1FTF' t_he clat_a r.o:nes trom, only L"1at_ it. :"s ic t.he 
appropriate forma::. 
Followi:1q dat.a source i:1:":.ializatioo, the NPS syste:n 
:"8 ir::"::.:"o.=-ized. Systto'rr. initiCll:"zatio:1 includes the :0110wir:9: 
:1) openir.g anj readinq cO:1figc.ration f:"les conta:"nin'} meoory 
setup data, IERS data, and plot r.isto::-y f:"le8, (2:1 r.lemcry 
plot ricg butt(' I 'Cit_:"dlizdt_i():l, 
dr:"ve:::- ir.i::iCllizCltion, and keybuo.::-d r.andler desi0"llatiun. 
At this point, the 'main' function ente:cs an infinite 
loop of updating the NPS data bufters and awaiting keyboard 
commands. The NPS system is running and processing incomin,! 
data regardless of whether or not the plotting sc::::-eens are up. 
Cont::::-o l of the program resides with the control l ing keyboard 
handl er. The 'main' routine has a keyboard handler and t:'1e NPS 
program has a keyboard handler. When the 'main ' program is 
initiated, program control is he l d by L'1e 'main' keyboard 
handler. Control is passed to the NPS keyboard handler upon 
selection of the NPS system. Both systems, tl-,e callir.g 'n-,ain' 
prog::::-am and NPS, are stil l running, only now the NPS :<;eyboard 
hand l er controls the p rogram and wi l l only respond to NPS 
sys tem assigned key strokes. Escaping from the NPS system 
passes keyboard control back to the cal l ing program but does 
terminate calls to the NPS software for data updates. 
Upon 'main' prog::::-am termination , the NPS system i s 
gracefully exited. This includes storage of plot history fi l es 
tor fl,,;.ture recall and the properly closing out of t he cata 
sources {ie files, ports, etc.). 
2. Keyboard Control 
Contro l of L'1e program resides with the keyboaTd 
:'1andl er. The main routine, which may be a program like the 
TANS GPS program ir. the integrated version, the si:nu::"ator 
propagator in the simulator version, or simp l y a shel l program 
that does nothing, has a keyboard handler, This 'main' 
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keyboelrd handler ta Kes CO!1t:co.l o f t.hc keyboard UEJon start-up 
of the ':nain' program . CO:1t rol is pelS sed t.O t. hc l'.'PS keyboard 
hand l er uEJon selectio!1 of the l'.'PS system. Both the main 
proqram and tr,e NPS so[ t · .... are as a lower lev e l system are st il l 
runnJ..ng, on ly now the NPS keyboard handle:c c ontrols the 
keyboard elr.d wi ll :.mly respond to recognized :-I:ey strokes 
ass:J.gned by tr.e NPS software. Escaping from t he NPS sys':. E'm 
p asses keyboard control back to the call i n ':]' program but does 
n ot terminate c.alls to the N?S software for data updates . 
As an example of program architec tu r~, 1;1 the TANS GPSjNPS 
i !1tegrated fligh t version o f. t he program, t:'1e 'ma in' function 
i s t~~ TANS GPS p:cogram. The TANS GPS program perfO:::1llS ':. h e 
func ti o!1s of cOIl'municat.ing Vi<o1 the RS - 422 port w':'t.h t he TA.'-IS 
GPS unit , collect ing and stori.ng of. ':'A..'-'S GPS data, and 
presentation of TANS GPS data, as ',.;ell as the N?S input por t 
and system init':'a l ization, and updat i ng the :--1PS system wi th 
TANS GPS stat., vec.tors . When TANS.EX::;: is eXf>cut.e d, the TANS 
GPS p:cogram is displayed a n d I:h., TANS GPS keyboard hand le r is 
i!1 contro l. The NPS s yst em is running but 1.. 5 no t Observed 
unt'-- l t he NPS function key i n t he TANS GPS keyboard handl er is 
selected . At thi s e ime ehe NPS s o ftware display s are shown, 
the NPS keyboa:cd handler takes c on tro l , and the program 
responds to all Nt' S software system cor:ur.iJ.nds . 'L'1e TiI.J'-JS GPS 
program is stil: col l ecti:1g and storing TANS da t a and 
performing it's other necessary functions . Exi ting the NPS 
syst.c m returns the display ,'ln d keybo<lrd control to the TANS 
GPS p!"og!"am bu:. does not interrupt :.he flow of' data to the N?S 
system . 
D. NPS SOFTWARE FILE DIRECTORY ORGANIZATION 
The NPS software fi l es are organized into a main directory 
... ·ith subdirectories . Files are located in subdirectories by 
subject. A Eorland C ... ... 'makefi:e' is used for compiling t h e 
va !"ious versions of the code . The 'maketi le' utilizes the 
filing system described here to uptimize compiling t ime . 
The main di rec t ory name is arb':':.rary and referred to as 
the 'NPS_5~' directory far the purpose o f this report . 
Subdirectories ir. cluded in the NPS_51 directory are NPS. 
NPS_SIM, TANS, TANS_ SIM, ORBMECH1, UTIL, INC, COM, TEST, and 
OBJ. 
T~e NPS_5~ directory contains the program executable 
fi les . the current Internationa l Earth Ro t at i or. Se-:-vice ( IERS) 
data file, contigurati8n fi l es and graphics drivers required 
by the program, and the 'makef ile ' used for program 
compi l ation . The NPS_5~ direc:.ory will also i:1c lude severa] 
'.nps' f'iles created by the NPS software for s':.ori:1g plot 
information. Files contained in the NP5_S1 direc tory are the 
on l y fi l es necessary :'0 run the program. Files contained ia 
all subdirectories are o:11y required for source code 
examination, program cOr:1piling, Or modification . 
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The NPS s t.:.bd i rectory contains s ource code direct l y re lated 
to the NPS Re l at i ve rv:ol i on Plo:::t.ing and State Vector Ana lysis 
Prugram and subfunctions available to t.he ~PS prograrr .. 
The NPS_SIM subdirectory contains source code for the 
shel::' programs of the var i o'cls versions of t he programs. These 
shell programs cal l the appropriale initialization, operat:ion, 
and sh'-ltdO' ... n routines for the given v ersiun. These variations 
give the user the option t o generate simu::'at.ed s t a t e vectors 
and provide them to the progral'1 for program simulation, 
ge:lerat.e state vectors ar.d seed then: to a file , communlcations 
purt, or device, and to read sil'1u la ted or actua L state vectors 
from a f ile , commc.nications port, memory lnto the NPS 
program. 
The subdirectory cuntair:s code for the 
Cowell prcpagator . Th is propagator includes M 50 to WGS-84 and 
· ... GS·84 to M- 50 coordinat e system transfornalions, J acchia 
atmosphere model and data fi::'es, the WGS - 84 gravity model and 
forcing functions, and lhe Runge - Ku t ta (ourth order 
inlegrator. The Cowell propagator was providcd as an 'of ( - t:"1e -
shell' t ool by the Mac Do:mell Doug l as corpcrat ioYl for DTO 700-
6. The internal structures and prograll'ming architecture of the 
propagator arc llut necessarily t h e sarr.e as those u sed in the 
NPS prograr:t. 
The UTIL subdirectory cOYltaiYls source code fo r various 
'.c' and' .as:n' utiliti es called t hroughout the pro'}ram by 
othe!" Lmctions. 
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The TANS and TANS_SIM subd::rectc.ries contair. sO".lrce cod"" 
!cr- the level I TA.;'S GPS code. 
The INC S'.lbdirectory cO:l~_ai:1s source code tor 'i::1clude' 
files ".lsed at comp::'le time. 
Tr.e TEST st.:..bdirectory contains SQt.:..r-ce code for- var-ious 
r8ut:eeS wr::.tten to develop or test segmeets of tLe NPS cod,.;'. 
'~'~"1e COM sUbd::r-ectory cO::1tains code for 
com.-n"~l::1ications :cot.:..t :!:es used by the prog:car:l ~or send:nq cu:d 
receivin:,: data via the RS-232/422 port. 
The OBJS s",lbdirectory is requi:ced by the 'r.nkef::'le' 
becomes the repos::'tory for obj eet f::'les created in 
cOl~pilatice process. 
VI. PROGRAM FUNCT IONS 
The NPS flight and t est so f t ware was developed in a highly 
modular tashion. It was des igned as a group of common sof tware 
'tools' thdt ceuld be used as plug-in modules. The :unctions 
available include t. he s tandard ' C' library functions an~l an 
assortment ef funet-ions specifically designed fo ::, use in the 
NPS s o f t loo'are. Because of the modularity bui l t: into the NPS 
cede, t h e f lexibility e xis ts to replace individual components 
such a s the propaga::or or plot rcutines, should more effic i ent 
routines b e d e veloped at a later da te, witho'clt making 
:r.odltlcat i ons to the remainder of the code. 
VECTOR/MATRIX FUNCTION LIBRARY 
A coller-:t i on of vector operat ion tools is inc lude d. These 
telOls are used e x tensively throughout the code. T:'le f ollowing 
are vector and matrix operators written for u se i n the 
software . 
The vector_magnitude function returns the magn it.ud .. ot the 
input vecto'C , The prot ocol for vector_magnitude is : 
doub l e vector_magni tude (Vector *vl 
The vector_unit fun ction retur:1S the unit: vector ot the 
input v ector . '":'he prot,or:ol tor vecto r_unit is: 
int vector_ unit(Vector *vin. Vector *vout) 
The vector_dot fu n ct i on r eturns the do t product o f t wo 
input v e c tors . The pro tocol for vector_do t i s: 
double vector_ dot(Vector ·vl, Vector ·v2) 
The vector_ cross f u nc t ion retu r ns the cross product of twO 
inpu t vectors . The protocol for vector_cross is ; 
void vec t or_ cross(Vector ·vl,Vector ·v2,Vector · v out) 
The vector_transform fun c ti o:1 r eturns t h e t::ansformed 
ve c tor product of iin input ve c tor and a t r ansform matrix . The 
protoco l for vector transform is: 
void vec t or_ transform(Vector · v in, Vector ·vout , 
double transform [3] [3] ) 
The matrix_ transpose func tion ret u rn s the trans pose of the 
ieput 3x3 matrix. The protoc ol for matrix_transpose is : 
void matrix_ trans pose(double m_ in[3 ] [3], 
doubl e m_out[3 ] [ 3 ] ) 
The state_vector_ itol_matrix func t i on returns the M·5 0 
inert 1al c oordinate system to LVLH c oordinate s y stem Il'.atrix 
for the giv en input state vector. The p r otocol for 
s tate_ vec t o r itol_matrix i s: 
iet s t ate_ vector_itol_matrix(State_vec tor ·sv, 
double matr ix[3] [3]) 
In add i tion t o these usefu l op e r ators, t h e vector_rvbar 
and vector_difE functions are used t o manipu l ate the ou tput 
i nto the desire d form for plotting. 
The vector_ rvbar function produces the posj. tion vector 
from one state vec t or (target) to another state vector 
(chaser). The i nputs are assumed to be ie Gel, and t he ou t put 
(t.argE"t:. ThE" Ol.1tp-.lt vector is l.1SE"ct hy ::he re=--dtive IT.ot.';'on 
p=--ot. The 5Jrotocol fo~' vector_rvbar is: 




Tr.e vector_diff function rett.;ITS the dif:erence vee.t.or of 
Lwo inpu:: VE"r-:t.O:::-S. Tr.e diffe:::-e:1ce vert.o:::- i" used by the 
'Sa\oo'touth' pIo:: comp0.re s::ate vector poo;:'.-t:'.-on d::1d veloci7.y. 
void vector __ diff(Vector *vl, Vector *v2, Vector *vout) 
B. COWELL PROPAGATOR 
BGProp is a Co',;el=-- uroit propa':J"dtcr :.lsi::19 d :<unge ;{".l7.ta 
:ourL:l order i~l::egrat.or. BGprop was n:::-igi:1al=--y w:::-=--:ten by 
Robert Got7.lieo dod Ylike F~'die::td 0: tt:e YlcDonnell Douglas 
corporCltio:1 fo~' NASA dod WeiS IT.od:"fit-'d :or L:.o-H'-' in t.ne N:?S 
software, (NOTE Tr.e fuect:'.-o:1 BGProp is eot writ::-_E"TI 
internally W:'.-:::l t.r_e Sil.:ne syst.E"m of daLi s:-_rurt.ures 0:::: 
mod".lld~'ity ::hd:: exi.sts i.e the .::-emai.nder of Lr.e :K:?S softwd~'e.1 
BGP rop prov:"des r.ig:"l :idelity sol".lt:'.-ons for st0.te vector 
p~'OPd':J"dtion at ::he expeIl8e of heavy comp~ILJ.ti.oIl. The 
p:::opa']ator cons::'sts ot an M-50 to WGS-1:l4 Ear::h centered Ear::r. 
fixed (EC3F:- coor~ina::e cO:lVert.e:::-, the GEM- ':i Ea:::th q::avi ty 
model 0.Ild a recu.::-sive fo.::-cir:g LU1c:.ion .cou::ine, '-::le Jarr-:hia 
atIT.ospheri,:;: IT.odel, a :o?c:.r.ge-Kutta fou:::-t;" order :'.-ntegrator, and 
a WGS-84 to M-50 conve~ter. While it is not the intent of this 
paper to explain the details of the Cowell propaga:.o~, it is 
necessary to provide some background of the components to 
unde~stand its function in the NPS sof:.ware. 
1. M - SO to WGS-84/WGS-84 to M-SO Converters 
Integrating the equations of motion requires knowledge 
of the forcing function ac:.ing on the body being propaga:.ed. 
The forcing fl:nction is determined by the geopotential model 
used. For an assumed spherical Earth (a :.wo body problem), the 
force acting on an orbiting object is a ~unction of al t itude 
only . For an Earth with only zcnal harmonics, the force is a 
funct ion of alti:.ude and latitude. Either of these cases can 
be integrated in inertial coordinates because rotation of the 
Earth does not enter into the solution. Tesseral harmonics, 
however, are dependent upon longitude and require knowledge o~ 
ones position over the Earth relative to the Earth's 
coordinate system. Use of t h e se t e rms requires converting the 
state vector from M-50 inertial coordinates to an ECEF 
coord i nate sys:.em. BGProp refers to this ECEF coordinate 
system as a WGS- 84 coordinate sys tem. 
2. GEM-9 Gravity Model 
The GEM-9 gravity model contains normalized zona l and 
tesseral harmonic coefficients empirically determined from 
actual satellite o::-bit tracking. These coefficients a!"e 
applied to a recursive non - spherical Earth potential function 
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ouL LC the specified nc.wer of r.ar~onics Irr.iixirr:J:n of This 
fercing fc.r.ction is c.sed to solve f:J::: body a,--:r.el""rilt::'O:lS whir.h 
Ol.re integ:::ated Lo obLa~n eew v""l:Jcit::'es. Accc.:::-ar.y d:-ld 
:.:cm:;;L.:.LOl.tion t.irr,e for a propaga:i8:1 '..r.crea"e o.s rr.o:::-e hdrmor.'..cs 
are c.sed. T~'1e g:::dV:':y mudel selecL,,=:i during. tr.e tl:'gr.L 
inclc.ded four zer.a:' ilnd tm:r tesseral harT'1enics. 
Jacchia Atmospheric Model 
<ltIT.osp~'1e:::-ic :ncdel :1ecessary for drac; 
deLen'linaLi:Jr .. T~e~e are mar.y atmospher::'c models La chuse 
:rom, eo.c::l w:::':h :n!;'r:'~s dnd :':'mild~i:J:1S, dnd dll sc.tject ::0 ::r.e 
loca:' Lncerto.'..nty th<lt is <lssoci<lted with we<ltr.er ferecast:':lg, 
Fur d sLudy requiring knewledge of atr.lespheric conslitL.:.er.ts at 
ii .'3pecific p:'ace fer a given a:neunt :Jf ti:ne, a highly iiCCc.rCite 
m:Jdel is del'li:::-ed. For t~'1e purpose of :'ow Earth :J:::-hit drag 
detennindti::JI:, whe.::e ~he body is r:1ovi:lg rapidly Lr.'::-UUg::l :t:e 
c.pper atr:1cspr.ere and tr.e ave:::-age drag over a tir:1e period is 
desired, a ''--!o:Jd' fast r:1odel will sut:ir.e. 
Tl::e Jdcchid ' 70' dtr:1~sp~'l,,=:::ic rr,odel ':':U:ltdi:led i:l this 
cer.siders :actors i:lcl".ld'..ng lat'..=".lde, :'eng:'tude, 
a:'titud,,=, of Lhe year a:ld ef dOl.y, s~ldr 
iiclivily a:1d Lhe Earlr.' 5 '--je:Jrr.ac;eetic activity and '.15es L'lis 
inform<lti:Jn to :nod:'fy p:::ec:Jmp".lted dens'..t'..es cor.t.<lined in 
t.ii:lc.1Cir tOrTf1.. The ~esc.lc is <l ~<lst "t:nos;?heric der.sit.y 
c:JIT.P".lc<lt:'cr. t:hat approx:'rr.ates that. density encountered by t~'1e 
orbit.i:1g body as it. r.irr.les tr.e 
The :::olied Jacchia 70 atrr.ospheric node l is l imited to 
between 90 and 500 km altitude. 'J,;.,e shuttle t ypically 
f l ie s between 200 and 350 km. T:.,e S73 - 51 mission flight 
profile was be tween 300 and 35 0 km. 
BGProp ':'s called directly using the protocol: 
void bgprop (double state_ vector_ t i me, 
Vector "position_in , 






or i ndirectly t.hroug h the NPS interface function nps_ bgprop 
using t he protocel; 
int nps_bgprop(State_vector "sv, 
double new_t ime, 
int is_orbiter) 
C. F AND G FUNCTION PROPAGATOR 
For propagatior.s over re l at.ively short time periods where 
Keplerian motion {planer elliptical orbit) i s assumed, t.h e f and 
g funct.ions described in [Ref. 5] produce a good approximat.ion 
of the orbit motion with considerably fe we r computa t ions than 
the Cowell propagator. The s e q '.la lities make the t and 'J 
funct i ons desirable for u se in t he predicto::- and fu tu re thrus t 
func t ions, allowing fast calculation of predicted re l ative 
motion ir.to the near fu ture (two to three orbi t s) without 
consuming CPU time wiL'1 the intensive calcu l ations that are 
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associated ...... it.h the Cowell prop<lgator. The f and g fU:1ctions as 
used in ::.he NPS sof t ware are desc.ribed ir, [xef. 61 . 
The getclas func tion determines t h e classical orbit:al 
elements frol'1 a given stat.e vector. These classical elements are 
u sed by the f and g functions. The protocol for getclas 
void getclas (Vector *POB_O, Vector *ve l _ o. 
double aeEoMon [51. Perturbations *p) 
The f_and_ g functlon propagat.es t he input. sta t e vector to a 
given n e w time using t he orbital e lements derived in getclas. 
void f_and_g(Vector *pOB_O , Vector *vel_o, 
Vecto r *pos_new, Vector *vel_new, 
double claB_aeEoMon[51. doub l e t _ dif) 
The quickyrop funct i on is an imp l ementation of getclas and 
f_and_g and produces a new state vector for t he given state 
vector and ne ...... state vector time . This functi on i s an 
internedia t.e function t.hat allows t he u s e uf any propaga::.or to 
be subs t itu t e d for f_and_9 without changing the func tion ca l l 1,1 
the c<illing rout. i ne. The pr8 t. oc81 for quick~rop is : 
void quickyrop (State_vector ·old. 
double new_ time, 
Perturba t ions *perts) 
PREDICTOR FUNCTIONS 
The NPS soft ...... are "clti lizes the quickyrop function deseriDed 
p:::-e v iously t o p:::-edict ...... here the Orbiter ' ..... i ll be ' ..... ith respect t. o 
t he target sOl'1etimc in the future . 
function for a user specified number ot: times and step size for 
a given R-bar/V-bar plot in order to display a predicted line of 
mot ion of the chas er wi th respec t to the target _ Predicted 
motion i s d isp l ayed in steps ahead for the given step size. The 
f irst ten steps are displayed as digits . For d ispl ay 0: 
predicted mot i :m beyond t en steps, the "+" symbol is "Jsed for 
each step and digits are displ aye d every tenth step. If 
predict ed motion based on user suppl ied tr.ruster inputs 
desired , the npSJ)redictor_thrust function (explained below) 
ca l led . The protoco l for nps_rvplot_d1splay _ future is: 
The npsJ)redictor_thrust t:unction u tilizes the quickJ)rop 
function and arguments held i n the NpsJ)red1ctor structure to 
add thrust ve l ocity to t he Orbiter state vector and implement 
the quickJ)rop propagator to solve for the predicted relative 
pos ition of the Orbiter wi th respec ~_ to the target . Depending on 
flags contained in t he NpsJ)red1ctor structure, the solution may 
be based on current orbital e l ements of the ta r get: and chaser , 
or on the orbital motion fol lowi ng a progra.'TllTled Orbiter b'Jrn at 
some given time . To distinguish between predicte d motion without 
thrust and predicted motion with thrust, the "0" symbol is 
s ubstituted for the n+n fo r predicted rr,otion following thrusts. 
The pro tocol f or npsJ)redictor_thrust is; 
iot npsJ)red1ctor_thrust (NpSJ)red1ctor "predictor, 
State_vec tor "chaser) 
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Tl'_e nps-'predictor_rndv Llncti::J:l is an implementation of the 
two imp-.llse ti::ne cons:::::a:::'r_ed rendezvo·.ls prohlem described in 
'Ref, :.;, p 179], The funct:::'on deter::n:::'r:es t:le t:l::O:'C.St required to 
intercept the ::argf't :::'n a speoif:::'ed ti::nf'. Thf' p::::Jtec:ol for 




(XU'::'ii ':'he nps_predictor __ rndv fc.Lction ledS beer_ t:.pdated since 
t:le STS-'J1 flight, T:le new algorithm :::'s desc;:-ibed i:l Rpt. f,] 
PLOT/DATA FUNCTIONS 
Tr_ere are three types of p::'ots; (1: s:::'x R-bar/V bar plClt.s 
fo~' vdriO'.ls ::::onb:::'r.atior.s of availab'.e state vectors, f~c.r 
'Sawtoot:'l' plo::s for pos:::'::ion and ve::.oc:::'::y co:nparisor.s o f 
O::'bi::e;:' =NS vs. TANS CPS and :J:-b:::'::.cr Targct. VB. SPAS GPS 
scu;:'ces, and (3: three pitc:'l/Yaw plots for- target p::Jintir_9 
::'nformat ion based 0:1 varL:ous ir.p-.lt ste-Ite vec::crs. Facr. plot r_as 
data handling funct::'ons and plCltting :un c::io:1s. 
Tl:e data r_ar.d'.ir.g fcr_ctions for R-bar/V-bar a:-ld 'Sawt::Jo::: t:' 
p l ots :::'r.::::l·.lde a data initializatior_ :cr_ction, a data update 
fur:cticn, a d i sp'.clY updatc f·.lDC::.i:JI1, a datil. "avp :c.I1Ct.iOD, a 
da~u. flc.sr, function, dr:d a datd stop functicn. 
plet does :-lot mair.::ain a da::a his:::ory bc.fEer, :::he r efore ':'t on ':' y 
reqc:::':::es a display update :·.lnction.', 
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The data initia l izat::'on functions, nps_rvplot_ data_init a nd 
nps_diffplot_data_init, set up memory for t~e plot data hi~tory 
ring buffer and l oad p revious l y s t ored plot h::'story fi l es i:l t o 
the buffer if applicabl e . Protocols for nps_ rvplot_ data_ init 
iot npB._rvplot_data_init (Nps_rvplot_info *this, 
ushort max_mem, ushort config_mem, 
Emm_info *emm) 
int nps _diffplot_data_ init (Nps_ diffplot_ info *this, 
ushort max_mem, ushort config_mem, 
Emm_info *emm) 
(ushort is a type def::'nit::'on for a!1 unsig!1ed short i:lteger.' 
The plot display initi a lization [unctions. 
nps_ rvplot _display _ ini t, nps_ diffplot _display _ini t , a!1C 
nps~yplot_display_init , call several subfunctions respcnsible 
fo r displaying the initial p lot grap~ics (axis, menu bar~ , e t c . ) 
and plctting the historic data points stored in t h e ri!19 buffer 
:O ar that display. Protocols for nps_rvplot d1splay_init, 
void nps_rvplot_display_ initCNps_ rvplot_ info *thisJ 
void nps_ diffplot_ display _ ini t CNps_diffplot_ info *this) 
void nps~yplot_display_init (Nps~yplot_info *thisJ 
The data update functions, nps_ rvplot_ data_update a!1c 
nps_diffplot_data_ update, take t he l atest appropriate state 
vectors, processes plot information with either vector._rvbar or 
vector_diff and load the processed plot dat a into the plot ring 
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Du f : er . ?rotoco l s for nps_rvplot_da ta_upda te 
The d i splay u p dClte :t.:.nctiol"".s, nps _ rvplot _display._ update, 
nps _ diffplot_display _ upda te, d :](j nps~yplot_ display_update, 
take t:k :Cltest a:op ro:o r :'a~. f' s~.a t.e vectors, pr~Ceo;o; e o; plot 
ill:()':1r.atiOl~ w:'..L"1 e:' ::her vector_rvbar, vector_ diff , 
?r8::oco~S fo:c nps rvplot dl.Splay_update, 
nps_ diffplot_display _upda te, 3:1C. nps~yplot _display_upda te 
vOl.d nps_rvplot dl.splay_update(Nps_rvplot_l.nfo ·thl.s, 
double target_time, 
double chaser_time) 
void nps _ diffplot_display _update (Nps_diffplot _info ·this, 
double target_time, 
double chaser_time) 
void nps~yplot_display _update (Nps~yplot_info ·this, 
Sta te_ vector ·target, 




b'.lffer to a f ile. Protoco l s :or npB_rvplot. _data_save J.:1C. 
<;3 
void nps_rvplot_ data_save(Nps_r vplot_info *this ) 
vOl.d nps_diffplot data_save (Nps_ dl.ffplot_l.nf O *thl. s ) 
Th e data flush f u nc ':. i ons, nps_ rvplot_ data_ flush a nd 
nps_ diffplot_ data_ flush, c l e a r t he current plot hisLory ~- lng 
b u:fer . Protoc ols for 
nps_ diffplot_ data_ flush a r e : 
void nps_ rvplot_ data_flush(Nps_ rvplot_info *this) 
vo i.d nps_ diffplot_data_flush (Nps_ diffplot_ info * t his) 
and 
The data stop fu n c t i ons , nps_ rvplot_ data_ stop ano 
nps_ diffplot_data_stop , re':.Clrn the r ing buff er :r,emory rese .::ved 
i n t he d a ta initialization p r ocess to the operating systef:' .. 
voi.d nps_rvplot_data_ stop(Nps_ rvplot_info *this) 
vo i d nps_diffplot_data_stop (Nps_ diffplo t_info *this) 
Th e p l ott i ng f unctions for eacb plot inc lude a plot 
in '.. t.ia l i z a t ion fu n cc: i on, v a r ious f'..m c tions f o r display ing state 
ve r:to r time s and othe r r: omput e d v al 1.;.es s\,:,c:"1 as dl.sta:-,ce 
target , and functions :er disp l aying plot p oin t s {o:::: 
the r:ase o f t. he pitc h/ Ya w p lot. ) 
GPS FILTER 
The prog rarr. cont aias a l e ast square s fi t GPS state vec t or 
f i lter o r i g i nally wri tten in Fe rt r aa by Dr. Lubomyr Zyla of the 
)1c Donne ll Doug l a s Co rpora t ion for NASA . TANS ::;PS s ta t e ve c tors 
provid e h igh position ar:cu r acy o n the order 0 : a few hU:ldred 
feet . TANS ve l ocity vectors are not so ar:c:urate wit h errors on 
the o:::de::: of one meter pe.:- second . For SLate vector propagation 
over short periods of time t~is is manageable. For longer 
propagat~on, the ve::.ocity error can cause significant errors in 
the propagated state. The pu~pose of a filter is to 'smooth' Lhe 
errors in position and ve l Qcity so that l ong p ropagatiQns may he 
used in the e vent the TANS unit is switched of f or stops 
functi::lIling . 
The GPS fil ter is a 'batch' fi l ter, meaning all the 
operations r equired to reach a solution are perfol::"I'1ed each and 
e v ery time a filtered state vector is desired. The filte::: 
maintains a state vector huffer of the latesL sixty TANS GPS 
staLe vectors. When activated, the GPS fi l ter propd':!dteS 
backwards t he la'_est seven TANS GPS state vectors through the 
last sixty collected TANS GPS state vectoJ::"s with a high fide l ity 
propagator (bgprop), Clnd cOr.1pares the outcomes wi th t :'1e r eco rded 
state vectoJ::"s. It uses the r e su l ts to determine a new 'smoothed ' 
state v e ctor. The large number of high fidelity propagations 
make this fUllction very CPU in~. ens ive. 
The aJ::"chitecture o[ the filter code is simi laJ::" to that of 
the plot data functions. This a ll ows for the inclt .. sion of 
alternate , faster and more accurate fi l ters shou ld they beC:.""Jme 
available in Lhe f ut ure. The fi l ter includes [unct ions for data 
updat e , ddta saving, data flushing, and fi l te r execution . 
posi~_ion and t::'me in the filter data ring b"--lffer. The protoco l 
The nps_filter data_update funct~on checks an ~ncom~ng GFS 
sta::.e vector against the last ::'ncom:'..ng GPS state Vi;'ctu:: to 
deterr:t::'ne if i t is If it is 
called. The p:!"otace:" fer 
void nps_filter data_update(Nps_f~lter_~nfo *this, 
State_vector *new_ vector) 
':: l nu buf f er "-'he :.lrutocol for nps_fl.lter data_flu.sh lS 
void nps_filter data_flush(Nps_filter_J.nfo *this} 
T:'le Is_filter :c:.nction is a 'C' implementation of the :"east 
scpares fi::. GPS state vecto r f i lter. The prutocol :u.:: ls __ filter 
int Is_filter (State_vector *tans_in, 
State_vector * tans_out , 
double tans_buf [4] [60], 
int fbi, int point_nwn, 
Perturbations *P) 
The ups_filter run functien "--lses data stu::ed i n t'~ p 
filter b".l f fer and calls Is_filter to process th i s da~_a a:1d 
prod'~!ce a smootr,ed GPS state vector. The prctocc:" fu r 
nps_filter run is: 
void nps_filter_run(Nps_filter_info *this, 
State_vector *out_vector, Perturbations *p} 
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EDIT FUNCTIONS 
The IJrcgrarr. cc):1sists [)t severa~ edit sC::::-F'ens. Ed Ch screer. 
corr.posed of edit [i21ds and labels. A::l e::iit f:'-elc. r_as a. 
scrF'F'n pcsitio:1 (x and y;' il:1::l COf_til:'..f_S il convF'rte::i cha:r:20v:::.e::::-
s::ring represenling sC)mF' b~nil.ry variable value. An cd:'..t ~ah,,"l 
has a screen pcsition il:1d cC):1::a.i:1s charilcters to be pri:1tF'd 
th!;' screen. 
':':le ed:'..:: screens a:low the UO:ler to macual::'y ir:pL;:: o r tc'di~_ 
,,,"rt:a:'..r. data for VClTious tunctions. The dettel :::e'..r.g edited rr.ay 
iJc ddta. :.hal :s cur,,,",,tly in \lSF' by p::::-Cl'}ra:n. It r:ldy even 
ne data :hat is c~"1il:1gicg such as d state vectcr. The p::::-og::::-an 
Cdn nol stop to wa:'-:-_ to::: da:il. :hat it r.eeds fo::: proC"":F'ssing :0 
he c.pdated by a user. For thiO:l reaO:lOf_, ::::-eal-time e::l.iting 
SCree:1S dre enployed. ':"'r_c Tfcal-tir:1C ed:'-:-_ scrcen r_o:::l.s :he do.:a 
btc'~r:g edited '..n a ter.lporary va::::-iable uf_til the editing 
conple:e The :1tc'w or tc'ciit:tc'ci :iii:a is :::eicse:::t_ed int_c 
c r :'-g'..:Hl variil.hl,," llpCl:1 IF'il.v:'..r.g tr_e cu::::-rect ed'-: screer. 
Four ::ypes 0: edit fi!;'lds exis::: iIi intege::: !;':iit f:'..elds, 
dOl:hlp edit: f':eLis, "yesr.o" edit fields ("yes" is an 
integer eC:!,.ldl to OIle, "IlC" :'-s a:l integer eq~!ell to ze::-ol, dIld 
.jil.y/~"lo-.lr/minute/secor.d (dh;l1S) edit :ields. 
Fo::::- each type of edit field t~"1e::-e dre lhree !;':iit f~!;'ld 
call ba·ck fC.f_ctionO:l, "get", "pu::" and "ke y" T:le 
'::c.nctio:l converts its da:a '..nto a str'..I1,]. Tr_e "put" :'.l:1ction 
converts L"1e ;,tring ::::dck to the appropriate ddtd lype. 'The 
"key" :unction ber.etves like il mi:1i key :"1arJ::l.':'er for the ddtd 
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field in use, allow i ng keyboard entry of the new data string. 
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VII. SOFTWARE OPERATION 
Like any program, the NPS softwa::e accepts input , operates 
that .1:1put, and produces output. These processes are the 
subjecr.s ::Jf this chapte::: . 
PROGRAM INPUT 
The NPS softwa:::e uses data 'packets' containing state 
vectors and a quate::ni:;ln as ir.put . These inputs are used to 
produce the various plots [or grdphicdl disp l ay o[ the 
information. 
The state vect::Jr describes t:"1e motion ::J[ ,,1:1 l.lrlJ:).ting body 
in a rectangula::: coordinate sys tem . It consists of a position 
vector and a ve l ocity vector each containing x, y, dr.:.i z 
components, and a time . All slate vector comparis::Jns cont_ajned 
in the :.iPS software are pe:::formed in M50 (Aries -mean-of - 1930 
Cartesian coo:::dinate system) i nerti a 1 coordi:1ates. 
used the NPS software include: 
• SPAS GPS State Vector - def:'..nes the 
state vector as described by the German 
onboard the ORFEUS/SPAS. 
The Orbiter state vector operates in er.e of -::we medes, 
in~rt:'..al r.avigation mode and a relative navigation :node. 
the inertial navigatien IT.ode, the Orbiter state is ".lpdated v:'..a 
gro".lnd tracking. Th:'..s mode prevides a. st.ate vector 
representieg the state of the Orbiter :'..n inert:'..al space. 
tbe relative navigdt:'..cn mode, a target state vector is up-
l:'..nked to the Orbiter. The target state vector is considered 
to be a 'truth' vector. The Orbiter's star tracker is trained 
or. the target to SIT.Qoth t_he Jrb:'..ter state vect_or re::'ative te 
tr.e target. At closer ranges «30 rr.iles) this relative state 
vector can be h:rther smoothed l.:sing sensor data :rcm the 
Orbiter's KG-band radar to get an aCCl.:rate real-t:'..me relat:'..ve 
tracking sol1.:tion. 
The c;:-.laternion relates the Orbiter bedy coord:'..nate syste:n 
to the M-'iO inertia::" coordinate system. It is calculated fre:n 
ang"~llar rates det_ermined by t_he inertia::' measurement un:'..t 
(::;:MU) and updated by the Orbiter's star tracker. T:"1e 
ql.:aternion is reql:. i red by the NPS software for ccmp"..:ting 
attit".lde related information such as pointing informatiol: 
L"1e target. 
B. DATA OPERATIONS 
The N:2S seftware receives 1":-50 inert:'..a':" state vectors from 
vario1.:S SOl:.rces and processes these te previde relat:'..ve mot_ior. 
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and vector dif~erence plot s. To accomp l ish this. the i ncoming 
state vectors must be propaqated to Lle same po i nt in t i me, 
then tra:1sfonned into the appropriate form for display. The 
fo l lowi n g is a simplified exp l anation of how the code works by 
way of dll example . 
11 va l Hi Orbiter :NS sta t e vector is received by Nt'S with 
a time tag of 0:00:00. At t i me 0:00:04, f our seconds late r, a 
valid Orbit e r G? S state v e ctor is received. The NPS sof t ware 
recogniz e s that it has two different state vec t ors omu that it 
wou l d like t o cOF.lpare them. The time st.amp of the older state 
vector is compared t o t.he time stamp of the newer state vector 
and t he t i me difference, ~t, is comput e d (four seconds in this 
cas e . ) The older state vector and the Jo t are arguments passed 
to the p:::opagator. 
The propClgCl t or is respons i b l e for matc h ing the tiF.le S t amps 
of two sta t e v e ctor s. In t.he propagat or, the passed M- 5 0 
iner t id l stdte v e ctor is t ransforme d i n to Earth Centered Earth 
Fixed (ECEF) coo:::dir.a:.es. In these c o crdlnates, t he Eart:'1 
grdvity model and atmospheric F.lcdel are applied to det e rmi ne 
the geopot ential forcing fu n ction and drClg . Tr.e resu lt:'ng 
forcing function is integrated over time Jot usir.g the Runge 
Kut:.a integrator. The propagated ECEF stClte vector is 
transformed back into M- 50 i n e rtld l c o ordinates and ret u rned 
t o the NPS main rCClt:'ne . The two state vectors are now matC:'1ed 
in t.ime dn~j comparison 0:' posit i on and velocity is perfo rme d. 
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C • PROGRAM OUTPUT 
The NPS so f t ware pres ents state vector compar isor.s in 
three different fo:::-ms : (l) the R- bar/V-bar plot, ~2) the state 
vector difference or ' Sawtoot!1' plot, aYld (3) t!1e Pitch/Yaw 
display . 
~ . R- b a r / V-bar P~ot s 
The R -bar/V - bar plot displays the relative motion 
between a target and a chaser vehicle and is of particula r 
inportance during rendezvous and proximity operaticn s . The 
relative motion plot uses a target centered coordinate system 
S~ .. - GPS111/0" H : SO.OCQ 
o-b - GOS:lll / 0',ld: 50. 0CQ 
(.. l' :~;" ... , 
.. 000 
~~ 6.~19~" 
~~.".:_-::l tC'j"'=~·"c;' "'~:""''';o-' -"-c:' 1",::-,:'!':ii",;W'!c9--",,1 ::-o'!~~:,'~'~".±i-,,-, L: ;:"'~--'-' -" -' ---
Figure 7 - 1 . Samp~e R-bar/V-bar plot . 
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in which tr.e Z-:;iX~;; roto.::es wiL'l th~ ta:::g!'!:: and is pos~t.~ve 
d~~ecl,=,u ;:'<ldial:"y t.cward L'l!'! Eart.h, '_ht' X-OlX':';; i;; :::c:.rvil~r;eOlr 
acd pos:'t:'vp ir. tr.e directioc of orbit rr.oticr., and t.r.,=, Y-axis 
is out of-plane cl,ui ccm[Jleles Lk r~3ht-~land cO~JLdino.::e 
sys~e:n. 
R Du.r/V· oU.r u.~s u.vu.: lo.ble for th!'! fc I I ~wi ng 
ta;:'qe'_/chaser r:orrbicat.ions 0" st:at.f' ver:t.o:-s: 
• SPAS GPS/Oroite~ ::;PS 
• SPAS GP.S/Or8i t.!'!:- INS 
• 8roi::er GPS/OrLiter INS 
• SPAS GPS/OrDite::: ta:::get 
• O:::b':'::er ::u.r3st ·8rb:'.tsr G?S 
• Orb:"_er t.arget. '8rb~ :-.er IKS 
?i'Jure 7-l is ar: 'O'xalrple 81 an R-~a:::/V-LOl;:- plot. 
OrDiter G~)S/Crbiter INS and S~)AS GPS/8rbiter target. 
plo:s are eol used as ;:'ela'_ive lcal~on rIalS. 'They are L:St'U u.s 
ar.o:r.er Detr.od of view::':l] the diffe:-e:1ce vecto::: cmd show en 
R-ba.r/V-ba:::- display wr.pr!'! U--.!'! ieert.~al naviga.t.ion syslen 
th:'.:1ks tl::e OrDiter SPAS is located re:"a::ive ::0 W~'lere G?S 
De-ievee it to be. 
2. Sawtooth Plots 
The re':'u.tive ::l.iffe:-er.ce 'Sawtoo::h' plots display 
the di:ferer::::e in the magr:itu::ies 0: the p8sitiur: ~r velo·:.:ity 
vec:ors 0: two so',)rce stu.te vectors. This is tr.e t081 '')sc::i t8 
quant~fy ::r.e erro:::- between L'le inert:'.o.l no.vigation syste:n o.:1d 
GPS. The ~errn 'Sawt.oot.h' was derived !'rom the expect.ed o·-ltpuc 
display of the plot. It. is known tha~ t.he iner':.ial syst.em will 
drift. over time. Assuming t.he GPS state vector error t.o be 
small and the GPS position to be close to the t.rue value, it 
/ 
Figure 7-2. Sample 'Sawtooth' plot. 
was expect.ed that the difference vector magnitude wou l d grow 
over time. On each occasion of an INS update from ground 
tracking or onboard star trackers , it was expected that tIle 
difference vector would be ::-educed to a sIrall value as t:'1e INS 
position and velocity were returned to values inside the GPS 
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error. The resu j ts fran: these plot!:! serve to va l i. da te or 
inva lidat0 the use of CPS for Orbiter stat.e vector updat i ng. 
Two state vector sot.:rce cowinations for' Sawt.ooth' p J ots arc 
avai l able : 
• Orb i ter GPS/Orbi ter INS 
• SPAS CPS/Orb i :::e r target 
Fig ',lre 7 - 2 is an E'xa:nple of a . Sawtooch' plot. 
3 . Pi teh / Yaw Displays 
The Pi t ch/ya .... display gives a graphical presentation 
o f thE' Orbiter: (TO? and SIDE v i ews) and a target pointing 
I 
! 
Figure 7-3 . Samp l e Pitch / Yaw p l ot . 
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vector measured in pitch up from Orbiter body X-axis and yaw 
about the rotated Orbiter body z-axis . These ang l es are 
computed from the state vectors of the Orbiter and target, and 
the O:!::"biter quat.ernian. Target distance is also shown. Three 
Ta:!::"qet/chaser s tate vector source combinat.ions for the 
pit.ch/Yaw Dlot can be select.ed: 
• SPAS GPS/Qrbiter GPS 
• Orbite r target/Orbiter :NS 
• SPAS GPS/Crbiter INS 
Figure 7-3 is an examp l e of a Pitch/Yaw plot. 
VIII. DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS 
O·.lri:1g Disco-.lery' s ter. do.y rr.ission, ho.:::dwClrF' F'q\livo.~ent to 
C"8h:1SCl S[.ac:e CeLte::: ,:,"'i<Jure 8.1). The 1:<8 :;:::JytF' downli:l!;. data 
stream Wo;l.:'; wlred leto a deskLcp :::ompll~er dIld a 8RID 15:1~, 
ea:::8 loaded wlth Lhe ,;oft ware . The 
OFskt0;J "PCDeC8IT." 'J:1"'t was 1..:sed rec8rd the dO'wnl ink 
te:"emeLry fCT t.I~F' ""T",~irF' fliJht c1i<Jital naqne~ic :dpe. This 
data was 'Jsed for IJlaybac:< a:ll.i pco;t-flig~"1::: Otna:"ysis. :,r.e 
lapt:!" "PCOecom" 1..::1it was cen:18cted via an Id-2:12 port. :-.0 
stand-a18ne fli<:!r.:: version) rL'_s o;!.llcwed ground pe::::scn:1e:" to 
view L.he ;Jrogra.m 'r. rFCll~. i:nF Fxac::-.ly a.'~ f ~ i ght. c:.-ew :,;dW 
1\11 state vector info::::na::io:1 fer the Or::Jiter inertial 
""ystem u.:1d the :):;>.FEUS/SFAS were ava':'ldble plu:tl;)g. Tr.e 
':'ANS GPS c1a~.a was not available :8r view'..r.9 f:::8IT. )1:'si"i 01' 
inc':'uc1po p-:-F[.ClrClt:'on of thF 
data fGr -:-e~:"ay and ::nerging 
of the ?CMMU -:-ec8rded dato;!. 
aed the ':'IL,S G?S ddla ,,:()red 
se;Jarately 
S".1l::seql:e:1t secti()l1s of thi s 
Figure 8.1. DTO equipment in 
Mission Control during flight. 
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chap ter summarize the f l igh t data col l ected and analyzed at 
the t i me of this w!'iting wi th respect to the ob jectiv es of the 
DTO stated in Chapters I and II. 
COPS STATE VECTOR ANALYSIS 
The level I I DTO objective . cOr:1parison o~ GPS state vector 
data with carresponding i n ertial a!: ground track i ng state 
vector solutions , was r:1et yie lding very usefu l results. 
Campa!:isons of both Orbiter INS vs TANS GPS and Orbite!: target 
vs SPl,S GPS we!:e obtained. 
Or~-G~ 2'1 "{)2,1~, : 2, ?~ 
l>' b-J N~ 26J ,02,2],o;l.813 
Figure 8.2 Orbiter INS VB TANS COPS "Sawtooth" plot 
G8 
1. Orb! ter I NS VB TANS GPS 
A comparison of the inertial solut ion for the Orhi.ter 
state and the ':'Ai\'S GPS solution was performed dur .lng flight 
when the Orbiter attitude was permit::t_ed four satellite GPS 
reception. Whi le continuous G?S state vector i nformation was 
no t_ available throughout the flight , t_here were severa l 
periods of cor,t inuous reception exceed.i:lg several hours ir.: 
durat ion . This allowe~j ohservat_ io:1 of the expected' sawtooth' 
predicted i n tr,e Or-b lter INS vs TANS CPS dif fe rence plot. 
Figure 8.2 shows t_he stat_e vecto r- di ff eren:::es for GPS 
input states vs inertial states during the longest contin'.lOus 
per l od of GPS state vector reception duri ng the mission. Over 
the e::.ght hour p e riod shown, the difference in the INS and GPS 
pos , t ion i s observed to grow to app~oxima t ely 35,000 feet 
before d naviga tional update E.rom the grou:1d removes i:lertia l 
system drift error and reduces the error to approximate l y 1000 
feet . CPS state vector recep:ion is lost shortly a:ter the 
update . 
Figure 8.2 s~'10ws the E.irst s t ep i.n validating the use 
of GPS for on orbit navigation . W.'1ile the ine rr_ial sys t em 
position accrues a sign:'fica:1t error over time, t he GPS 
position error remains bO·clnded by the limits of the GPS 
receiver and the d i ther i ng of the incoming CFS sig:lal caused 
by seler:ted availability (SA) . 
It is important to note that t_he data shown 1:1 Figure 
8 . 2 inc l udes onl y corrpar i son of t he incoming CFS state 
vectors, not tl'.e propagated GPS state. Prcpagation of the GPS 
state vector yie l ds a position difference plot with erratic 
spikes between updated states due to errors in GPS ve l ocity on 
the order of one meter per second. Such errors are probab!'y 
due to the high Position Dilution of Precision ( PDO?). of the 
GPS signal obsenred during flight and concur with expected 
for the obsenred PDOP. ~Ref. 7] 
2. Orbiter Target VB SPAS GPS 
Comparisons cf Orbiter ta::-get and SPAS GPS state 
vectors were also made through clever manipul ation of the post 
flight data. During f l ight the target state vector was upda t ed 
only periodica!. l y when r:.ecessary to perform certain tasks s'..lch 
as rendezvous commencemer.t. During the rendezvous itse l f, it 
was not necessary to continual l y update the target st.a te 
vector because, once t h e rendezvous commenced, the target 
state was assumed to be a truth state and the Orhiter sta t e 
was computed relative to the target . Following the !"e:1dezvous 
and cap t ure of the SPAS, the SPAS GPS data could be compared 
to the Orbiter inert.ial system since the Orbiter state and the 
target state coincided. 
Figures 8.3 and S. 4 s:"10w a comparison of posit i on and 
velocity between SPAS GPS and the coincider:.t Orb i ter 
INS/target states :or a sample time period following capture 
0: the SPAS. T:"1ese plots show both the incoming state and its 




Figure 8.:3 Representative data of comparison of SPAS GPS and 
Orbiter target state vector position. 
Figure 8.4 Representative data of c Olltparison of SPAS GPS and 
Orbiter target state vector velocity. 
by the beginning of the discontinuities shown. These plots 
illustrate the danger of propaga~ing an orbit with a bad state 
vector ve l ocity. position errors accumu l ate rapidly. The 
updated position fixes, however, are quite consistent with 
PQsition errors around lOCO feet. 
GPS RELATIVE NAVIGATION 
The l evel III DTO objective of plotting the rendezvous 
profile with relative CPS was a part ial success. Relative GPS 
navigation was not possible during the rendezvous due to the 
lack of TANS GPS state vectors durir.g t his period. The four 
satellite reception required for three dimensional CPS 
position determination was not achieved by the onboard TANS 
GPS unit during the rendezvous event. However, SPAS GPS 
reception was good during this period and rela tive pcsitiQr.ing 
0':: the SPAS GPS with respect to the Orbiter inertia l state 
vector was pOSSible. The relative motion plots produced were 
similar in appearance to the relative motion plots produced 
using inertial state vector sources but lacked the accClracy 
and re lat ive smoothing required for use durir.g rendezvol:.s 
operations. 
RELATIVE MOTION PLOTTING RENDEZVOUS AID 
The l evel IV DTO objectives provided the most exciting 
results of the project as tr.e program demonstrated itself to 
be a powerful and useful tool during the rendezvous wi th the 
ORFEUS/SPAS pr-oviding operational l y usefu l J..~ltonnatio:1 to t:,e 
flight crew in realtir:1~. 
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Figure 8.5 SPAS Rende:o:vous. TI Burn (ini tial look) 
Figure 8 . 5 shows the reIldezvoCls pr-oti:'e up to one and one 
half r-evo] llt:'O:l prior to intet-cept with the pre/post-TI burn 
pr-edictors riispldyed. Using the '-lplinked TI hU tTo r-Ol.tE'S given 
by miss ion t;ontr-ol, the cr-ew was able to view the pr-edicted 
results of the upcoming maneuver_ 
As the Or-bi ter- closed the distance to the SPAS, t he 
re l ative stat~ vector solution is ' s weetened' by t:,e 
rendezvous radar. As figure 8.6 illustrates, the NPS software 
p:cedicted the fact that the planned TI burn might cause the 
Orbite:c to fal l short of the targeted intercept unless larger 
t han p l anned Me bu!:"ns were perfo!:"illed fo l l owing TI . The actual 
TI burn did, in fact, target the Orbiter short and t h e crew 
was wel l prepared when the larger Me burns required for 
rendezvous were ca l culated. 
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Figure 8.6 SPAS Rendezvous TI Burn. Predictor falls short 
of target. 
Give n a similar si t uat ion in the future, using a certified 
code with the NPS features, an operator could conceivabl y use 
the Predict_cr/Future Thrust option o f t:'1e software to 'walk' 
t_he post - TI predicted trajectory to t he desired intercept 
point and suggest modifications to buras as apprcpriate . Th e 
va l ue of t h i s too l is even more evident i n a sitUd t: ior. where 
r ea l time co;nrnun i ca!:ions wi th misSl.on con:::~ol is impractica l , 
s uch as a rtldnned missl.on to Ma rs, or when cor:unur.icatiOIls are 
not possib l e due to cOlT'JTIunicd t: ions l oss such as t hat occuri ng 
duri ng t he TDRS5 gap. 
Figure 8.7 shows t he fina l minu t es of t: he rendezvous. The 
s erpentine trajec tory recorded is t_he resu l t: of several 
T"'O- !NS 26l , ' i : :9" 8_ ,9"! 
Grb- I'" ,~' / 1L ' ",, · 8. 2~3 
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Figure 8.7 SPAS Rendezvous. Final Approach. 
braking and elevating (negdtive R-bar) maneuvers used to 
achieve V-bar crossing 400 feet ahead of the target. Review of 
the cockpit video tape taken during ":.he r-endezvous and debr-ief 
discussions wi:.h Discovery pilot Bill Readdy revealed that the 
NPS software confirmed information from 'appr-oved' flight aids 
as well as providing that information faster and more reliab l y 
than pr-evious pr-ograms used for rendezvous operations. 
Significantl y , the inertia l system was able :'0 sense the 
f iring of maneuvering thru s ters allowing ::he NPS software 
predictors to provide instantaneo'.ls feedback of a maneuver's 
effectiveness to the crew. As a resu l t of the improved 
si::ua ~.ional awareness provided by :.he NPS software and other 
rendezvous sof t ware f l own on STS-51, Discovery's :nission 
commander, ?rank Cu l bertson, skil l ful l y executed t.he most fuel 
efficient rendezvous to date in the space shuttle program. 
[Ref . 8] In fact , data pr-ovided in [Ref. 9 ] confir-med that the 
detual fue l consuF.led during the rnanual flight phase of 
Discover-y's r-endezvous was about 66 percent of budgeted fuel 
usage for the same period. 
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IX. LESSONS LEARNED 
Whil e t he D~velop:nent Test Objective was an omqualified 
success , as wit h any p r uject, there wer~ many :'essons learned 
and a r-eas for- impr-ovement found . T~'1e fo llowing is a sun-.mary of 
i terns noted for both i mprove:nentCl tu t he software and to the 
manner- in ..... hich it is employed. 
'GIGO ' (GARBAGE IN, GARBAGE OUT): GPS VELOC ITY ACCURACY 
The NPS -::- eldt iv~ motion plo ts are ~mly as good as the 
state vect urs provided to t:he program. This introdllc~R the 
prob lerr, of poor accura c y of v eloc ity derived from GPS data. 
Assume that t:le GPS position informat:i on is good. If the 
v e l ocity error is significant, then any propagation of t.he 
state vector will integ;ate that er:-or over the tlme o f 
p:-opagatlon . Unfort U!ld tely. GPS derived velocicy erro::-s ace on 
the order o( a meter per second . This is a s ig nificant: e r-::or 
in terms of orbital motion. Propagat ion of s t ate vectors with 
velocity e r rors of th i s magnit u de l eadCl t o s ignificant 
pos i t ion er:-ors in s hort t ime spans . 
Solucions t o t his pr-ot: l em may incl'...ldc incorporation of a 
Precise Position Serv i ce :Mi li t:a r-y ) GPS receiver to reduc e the 
error-s cd'..Iscd by s e l ec ted avai l abi:'ity, the use of :-ecu~' s ive 
Ka l man filtering of t he GPS state vectot' to smoot :"l the 
v C:'oc ity solution, or- a combina~.ion of both. The use of the 
least squares fit GPS filter currently used by the program is 
an inadequate solution due to the t'--me it requires to produce 
a smoothed state vecto:::-. 
MORE 'GIGO' OR 'NINO' (NOTHING IN, NOTHING OUT) 
Related to the GIGO problem noted above is the problem of 
discontinuous data. Again, the program output '--s onl y as good 
as its input . Ot course, if no target state vector is 
available, then re l at i ve motion p l otting i s impossible. Suc:" 
was the case for significant portions of the flight. 
The target state vector was not maintained by ground 
trackir.g except (and fortuna t ely) d ·..lring separation, 
rendezvous, and proximity operations with the ORFEUSjSPAS. The 
SPAS GPS state vector was only available du:::-ing limited time 
pe:::-iods during the flight due to the high volume of telemetry 
from the ORFEUSjSPAS' s onboard experiments. Segments of the 
f l ight wheIl neithe:::- the target state vector nor the SPAS c.PS 
s tate vector were available severely reduced the capabi l ities 
of the re l ative motion plotting tunctions. Relat ive :r.o tion 
p:'otting is sti ll available if the target s ta te vect:Jr is 
:mown and hand keyed into the program. ,-Iowever, this 
information is stil l depe ndent on the ground providing good 
target state vecto!:" information t:J the crew. The lack of a 
good target vector du ring per i ods of SPAS GPS reception a l so 
hampered comparison of these two s tate v ec tor sources. 
The TANS G.?S da ta is n o t. continuous as the GPS reception 
was dependent upon th e Orbit er 's fli ght atti t.ude. :n additi o n, 
wh i le good TAN"S CPS reception was the rule during the flight. 
t'::le fOl:r sate l lite coverage :::-equired fo r three ::iimens~onal 
pOS i t ion and v e locity determina t. L:m was t h e except:::.on. As a 
resul t, the actual peTcent age of fl':'ght t ime with good TANS 
GllS s t..a t. e vec t ors was smal l . Possible solutions for this 
inc l ude the use of exterior mounted GPS antennae in futu:r"e 
f l i,}!Jts t.O increase the range of good Crbiter attitudes fo!: 
recept ion. 
C . THE GPS FILTER 
The GPS f il ter wTitten by Mc Do nnell Do uglas f or t h e 
software, wtdl e f '.mctional, wa s inad e qua te for t he required 
task . This fi l ter requires high fi delity pr-opagation cf the 
l atest seven GPS s~dte vectors back through the la"t sixty 
co l lected GPS state v ectors 142 0 high fideli ty propagat.ions) 
and comparison of the oc. tco:nes with th e recorded state vec~or" 
ir, order to sol ve for o ne 'smoothed' scate vec t or. Thi s 
'ba t ch' process takes o n the order- of one mi n ute of CPU time 
on the comput e rs c u rren tly in use. This d edicati on of Cl'U time 
to a S::'!1gle task was not an af f ordahle luxury f or the m.lssion. 
Ttle need for continual GPS data receDtion , p.::oc e ssing, a:1d 
storage to di s k, as we ll as p l ot t ing f u nctions of t he Nt'S c ode 
precluded us e of the f i lt er . 
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A recommended replacement for the l east squares fit GPS 
filter might be a recul:."sive filter that stores a so:'ution and 
updates that. sol ution progl:."essively l:."ather than performing a 
'batch' ope ration upon selection. 
TDRSS COMMUNICATIONS GAPS 
Once every revolution t.he Orbiter experiences a tota l loss 
of communications with the ground due to t:'le gap in TDRSS 
coverage over the :;:ndian Ocean. This loss of signal, or LOS, 
last.s between seven to eight minutes and includes a loss of 
the down-:'ink telemetry stream which is stored on digital 
magnetic tape for post-flight analysis. The Cl:."ew does not 
experience this loss of data in flig;'lt . In fact, the te l emetry 
is stored onboard and down-linked after corr.rnunications are 
restored . The data can then be recovered and integrated wit.h 
the recorded data. This process requires additiona l data l ink 
hdl:."dware, clever prograrun'.l.ng, and cunsiderable 
coordination with NASA. An alternative approach might be to 
store the NPS data packets on board on the laptop hard disk 
during LOS in the same manner that the TANS GPS data was 
stored throughout the f l ight. Integration of the 'gapped' 
data collected on the ground and the NPS data packets stored 
on board during LOS cou l d be accomplished by much simpler 
means than the process required to recover the LOS ddta f rom 
NASA. 
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E_ A POST-FLIGHT DEBRIEF/TRAINING TOOL 
The NPS sottware has a significant value as a !lost flight 
debriefing tool. Once t_he f l :ight data is r eplayed frem the 
riigita l La!le and t he NPS packe t.s are stered to di sk , 
rendezvous and proximity operat i ons ~rom t he ~ l ight can be 
reviewed by t he f light crew and by c:::-ew members preparing fer 
f 'Jture niss i ons on the' replay' ve:::-sio n of the prograrr .. The 
s imula t or version cf t he NPS software can also be used for 
crews to practice t. heir own man e uvers or demensLraLe 
hypo theL ica l scenarios . Eit:"le:::- rep ::' ay elr simulation require 
only a desktop cr l aptoIJ ccmputer. Whi l e n elt a s ubstitute tcr 
currenL trainers dnd simula t ors, this capability is an 
invaluable supplement to bot h flighL crews and t o support 
personnel who other-wise might not receive e xp e nsive simulator 
GROUND CONTROLLERS AI D 
In a similar fashion to that desc:::-ibf>d above, the NPS 
software is also a va l uable s ituational too l to missiO:l 
control/pay l. cad support personne l , providing a real- time 
picture of r e nde7.vou s when v ideo do wn - l:ink is not 
avai lab l e . ;Use of t he KU-band radar during rendezvo·.l S 
p recl \;des the dowll - l i nk at v ideo due t.o limited bcll'.dw i dth.' 
is IJossible for grouT.d personnel La ~l ug into the data link at 
mission contro l regardless of. whethe r or n o t the Or-biter is 
equipped with th e appropriate hardware and software. This was 
t he case in December 1993 when crew members of STS-60, 
practicing for the Wake Shield Facility experiment in 1994 , 
ar,d Hubble Space Telescope representatives used the NPS 




The NPS software positive l y cO::1t::::-ibuten to the uutcome of 
the STS- 51 mission and cO:1tinues to be a springhoc:>rd for 
.:::esearch and e xperime::1tation in [he use of real - time data for 
situational awareness to ass i st t:1e flight crew on orbit . The 
hest su:,ject i ve review o~ the softwa::::-e comes from t :'le f l ight 
crew of S 'l'S- 5l. Their inputs concerning the project 
recorcie d in the STS - 51 FLIGHT CREW REPORT [Ref . 10 J and 
appropriate remarks follow. 
For reference, the certified rendezvous softwdre usee by 
NASA is "PayloClu 3ay" ( PLBAY) . ?LBAY is not autornated, 
requi!:ing the opera t or to manua l ly input. most paraneters. The 
program does ::lot offer many of the options available in the 
NPS s8ftware . It also does not offer the fl exibili~_y !'or 
growth tha:: L"1e NPS software ccntains. The "Rende zvous/Prox 
Ops Progra:n " (RPOP). is an autorr.ated version of PLBAY. 
:)ffering reduced need fer user int.erface, but nc n e w 
funct'..ona l ity over PL3AY . These p!:ograms are referre d to in 
:::he re,'narks regarding the NPS software. 
Fl igb t Crew Remar ks 
Th e most convinc i r;g argument for continued use of :orograms 
l ike NPS or; future missions c omes directly !' rom feedback: 
provide d by t~e El ::'g:"1t crew. Mission special i st Dr. J ames 
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:','ewrr,an comments on t h e use of :.he NPS so::.ware i:::l t:"le S TS-51 
F[, IGHT CREW REPORT. Re:err i ng t 1"". e 
nps_rvplot d~splay_future npsJredictor_ thrus t 
functions, he wr:":;es: 
Dr. Newman co:npared the ou:.puts and func:.:"ona:":"::y of the NPS 
sof:.ware to PLEA.Y and RP8?, st a ting; 
Dr. Newr':lan' s recorr.mend",tior.s to NASA were c:"ear ly stated; 
NPS code ic:.o R:'Ct' 
::I"".e rendezvous a:ld 
C'o:1cerni:1g ::he GPS on-orbit demonst:::atio:1, o I:" • Ne'NIllan 
repo:::ted; 
I'ost-flight analys~s of the GPS data, Orbiter onboard 
position, ar-d reference trajec':ory bave confirmed the 
real - t.ime data observed in flight._ [Ref. l1 J 
B. Future NPS Software Development 
The NP S software is nut f i xed . It is a coo t.i nually 
ev olving experiment wi t-_h t.he goals at: ccntloued improvement in 
p :::-oviding t.ile flight c:::-ew with added ;;ituational awareness . 
SiIll:e the return of STS - 5 1 , the 5 0 f t_wa re has been modified to 
incorporate featu re s suggested by aStruodut;; and mission 
p lanners. New features include L~e ahilit_y to view the 
relative motion p lo':_ fr om s i de, top , and end on views, dlsplay 
of c losur e rates, orb::' tal p l ane crossing -::-a t e (V -dot ) and the 
plane crossing tilEe, and improvements to disp l ay options such 
as scaling . 
A modified version known as "NPS lite", processing only 
the Orbite r and target state vectors, and displ aying Orbit.er 
pit.ch, rol l , and yaw an'jles (to observe Orbiter dynamics), was 
prepared for use by S TS-6U in 1994 fer provlding disp l ay of 
t_he rendezvO"cls and proximity eperations of Discovery with the 
Wake Shield Facility experiment. 
Currently , STS-66, scheduled to fly la t e in 1994 , 
eva l uating the use of NPS fer another G?S r e la.tive naviga t.icr. 
test. On t.his flight the Gt'S equipped SPAS will again be 
deployed and :::-etriev ed. The TAl,S GPS receive:::- will be locat.ed 
in the payload bay to improve GPS sig:lal reception . 
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Still other flight opportl:.nities exist if t he NPS software 
continues to of~er useful featl:.res not currently available in 
'approved' software. Some of these desirable features include 
the ir:.corporation of the payload bay laser data (this system 
is being bro'.lght. on line for use in MIR and Space Station 
rendezvous), raw radar data solutions, and a 'Windows' version 
o f the program, 
The NPS software serves as a working, "proven" test anc~ 
evaluat.ion program for new llses of rea l - time data avai l able 
Vla " PCDecom", Tr. is ir. c l '.ldes evaluation of new a l goritl'ullS tor 
rendezvous and re l ative notion display, comparisen of future 
test. navigationa l sources, and visual display of non-
navigationa l dat.a such as t.he shuttle's rerr,ote arm pcsition. 
The opportunities for future research and development are 
unl imited. It is the hope of the author t:'1at others will 
continue to use a nd deve l op L'1e NPS software, offer i ng 
improvements that wil l make it a st i l l me re valuable product 
in our nation's space program, 
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APPEND IX A 
DEFINITIONS 
Body Axis Coordina~_e Sy.3tcm 
Earti:J- c entered, Eart~-fixed (ECEF) Coord i nate System 
Loca l.-vert.i cal , Ci rculdr (LVC) Coordini1te Syscem 
Local - vertical, Local - hori zontal ( LVLH) Coordi:ldte Syste:n 
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Midcourse Correction (MC) Maneuver 
Rendezvous ma:leuver performed as necessary to ensure a 
CO!:'rect intercept from Terminal Initiatioe (TI) to the 
target.. IRef 2: p. 3 - 8) 
r-: · 50 
Aries-mean·of-1950 Cartesian coordinate system. Inertial 
coordinate system wi th the origin at the center 0: the 
Eart h. The epoch is the beginning of the Besselian 
1950 or Julian ephemeris date 2433282 . 423357. The 
points toward the mean vernal equinox of epoch. t.he 
point.s t.oward the Ear t h's mean rotational axis of 
is positive north, and the Y· axis completes 
handed system. (Ref 2: p . A-l) 
Remote Manipulator System 
Mechanical arm on the payload 
con trolled from the Orbiter aft 




Manned o!"bital flight vehicle of t he Space Shuttle system . 
Orbiter Star Tracker 
The Orbiter s tar tracke!:' (STRK) is an 
electro · optical tracking device used to 
angular measurements of selected stars and sun iL.um.cnat e d 
orbiting objects (targets). These measurements are 
deterrElne the Orb iter ' s attitude in inertial 
this data is used to align the inertial mea,~u"eme.nt 
(lM"Js). The STRK also p!"ovides annular 
Orbi:.er to a target being tracked . {Re'f 2: p. 
Posigrade Burn 
A posigra::l.e burn is one which increases the 
not change the direct ion ef the spacecraft 
is appl ied. A posigrade burn 
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Radia l Burn 
Retrograde Burn 
RS - 232 
Standard seriCll por t inte::-face. 
RS - 422 
Standard serial port interface. 
Se l ected Availability 
Space Shuttle 
Orb~ter, external tanks, and 0;01id rocket boosters . 
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State Vector 
The state vector defines the state of an orbiting 
state vector consists of a position vector, a 
vector, dnd a time. 
Termina l .Initiation IT I ) 
The Te!,dna l Initiation burn is designed to 
rendezvous approach from one of phasing 
intercept. The burn occurs approximately 5 
or!Jital noon at the apogee of the post NCC 
3 -7) 
Quaternion 
A four parztmeter representation of a transformation 
I t provides a nc;merical relationship between 
fral'1es. Qc;aten:ions are used due t8 their 
size; that is, fuc;r parameters, as 
parameter,; in a transformation matrix (or 
matrix). This greatly reduces c8mpu t er 
when numerous courdinate frames are 
transfonnatio::l . (Ref 4: p . 1-1) 
WGS-84 
World Ge:Jdetic System (1984), a mathematical 
ellipSOid used by GPS, having a semi-ma j or axis of 
kJ11 and a flattening of ::'/298.257223563. (Ref 3: 
model is used for orbit pe!:"turbation harmonic pn,e", ,"on. 
WGS - E4 is also used to ::-efer to an earth -centered, e o.rth -
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APPENDIX B 
NPS SOFTWARE USER MANUAL 
A. Organization 
T:lis user mannal is divided i:1tc t wo main par::s. 
• Tutorial The Tut.orial is an ~ntroduct.ion t.o the NPS 
software. The basic functions a:::-e described For a 
detailed refereEce of functioEs, see Chapters V, VI, and 
VII of the Naval Postgraduate School thesis NPS State 
Vector Analysis and Relative Motion Plotting Soft· ... are for 
STS-51 by Lt. Lee Barker, USN, and Chapters III, IV, and 
V of the Naval Postgraduate School thesis Tlwore::ical 
Bdsis for State Vector Comparison, Relative Position 
Display, and Relative position/Rendezvous Predictior; 
Lt_. Le ster Makepeace, USN. 
B. Getting Started 
1. NPS Software System Requirements 
The NPS software written for STS 51 DTO 700- 6 was 
des ig:1ed to run on the GRII; .:.530 Portable G:::-id Systems 
Computer (PGSC). The G?<ID 1530 PGSC con::ains an 80]86 .:. 0 MHz 
CP;; with an 80387 coprocessor, 4 V:.Oytes :UU'1, 200 Mbyte 
in::erna l hard disk, 1.44 t-fuyte 3.5" floppy drive, and RS -
232/422 ports. The basic NPS software requires: 
• IBM PC/XT or compatible MS-DOS computer, 10 ME z 80386 0:::-
fast.er recomme:1ded. 
• MS-:COS Version 3.0 or late:::-. 
• 640 Kbytes of me:Tlcry. 
• Expanded Merrcory System recommended. 
• A hard c.isk 'H"iLh 3 Mbytes of free space. 
• A 1.44 Mbyte 3.5" floppy disk drive. 
(eGA), Enhanced 
Array card (VGA) , 
3."- is :or executable fi. :" e 
to run the p1'"ograr:1. 
In addition, certain variants of the NPS ;;ot t\o,'a!"f> may 
reqU.lre actditional hardware: 
• An RS · 232 port for software 
commun i cat ~ ons pnrt f8r dat.a 
2. Disk Contents 
The NPS soft· .... are is ir. compressed fornat on one or 
more '- .44 M byte 3 . 5" diskettes . The disk shou ld include t r.e 
fo l low .i.ng files: 
n psdat32. zip pkunz .l p. cxe 
AfteT i:1stallation, yo'..!!" \STS51NPS direc tory W.l.ll 
cOP-til. in t.he fol l owing subd i rectories: 
NPS NPS _ SIM T k'JS 8R3M;::CHl 
The STS51NPS ~irectory ccr.tains the e xeCl.:t able fi l es, 
the current InteTnational Earth Rotation Service tIERS) data 
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flle, configu!:'3tion files and graphics drive!:'s ~equired by the 
prog!:"am, and the 'makefil e ' used for program co:npilation 
STS51NPS files include; 
at: .bgi ega . bgi egavga .bgi gpsalm.dat 
iers,c.at litt.ehr makefUe nps . cEg 
ans . chr save dat . bat save src . bat tans . i ld 
-
-
turboc . cEg wcrldrrap .dat worldmap. r aw 
The STS51NP~ subdirectory contains executable : .des 
included in 'nps_exe.zip' or additional files when created by 
the 'r:lakefile' zllld Berland C+ + Version 3.1. These include: 
TANS, with NPS *** STS-51 Flighc 
tan s _spd.exe TANS, no ~PS, with SPDRIVE 
tCi.p.s51sm.exe TANS, with NPS, Sim from file 
tans51fn.exe TANS, no NPS, testing 
Tk'l"S device simulator 
lest_ com . exe Com-port te s ter (via built in interrup:s) 
test_dev.exe Com - port t ester (via DOS device driver) 
com t xrx.exe Com-port two-way tester (via .)..:1teccupts\ 
vmode. exe Video-mode switcher 
sdev . exe 
~PS Simulator , inp·.lt com - port (built - in), 
output 
NPS Simulator, input com-port (DOS dciver) 
nc output 
sdev_dly.exe NPS Simu~ator, **pofit-flight data r",~lay~*, 
sprp. exe 
sdsk . exe 
input disk, no output 
NPS Simulator, input propagator, nu output. 




prp_ com . exe 
Nt'S Simulator, input memory (f::-om dis k ), no 
output 
Nt'S Generator, input_ propagator. output disk 
NP5 Generator, input propagat_or . OUtput 
com - port (DOS driver) 
NPS Gcnera t_o ::- , input propagator, output 
com-port (bui l t- in) 
nps.exe NPS Stand - alone , ** 5T5 - 51 Flight Versior, 
t<;>st _vec.exe V<;> c t or functions tester 
!Mp_raw . exe Map - file conven::er, tex~ to raw 
emm_test . exe "MM E:lnctions tester 
ciTIsdu:np . exe TANS (jata - Eile dumper 
tar.s vec . exe TANS data - Eile vector dumper 
The STS51NPS subdirectory will also inc lude several 
'.nps' Eiles created by the NPS soEtware Eor storing plot 
info::-matiOll . These :: iles can be deleted using the [:os corrmand 
'del '. np s ' prior to p::-ogram start -up if the user does not 
want to see the p lots from an ea::-l ier run. 
The NPS subdirectory contains source code fo::- the NPS 
program shell and plott_i ng routines along wi t h several oth!'>::-
available f unctions . NPS fi::'es inc lude, 
diE 
-
datd . C diEylot.c f 
-
and _g. c lsfi l t_e r.c 
menuplot_. c nps . c nps.h nps 
-
dap. c 
nps _ edit . c nps 
-
fLt nps_ mSO . c nps_mSO . h 
r,ps 
-
none . c np s ylot . C npsyred. c plane . c 
PL data. c pyylot.c ~ 
-
data.c ~ y::.ot.c 
The NPS_SIM subdirectory contains s ource code for the 
tlrcg=-am shells of the vario'-ls versions of the progrJ:n . These 
variants g i ve the '...lser the option to generate simulated stJte 
vectors and provide them to the program for progro.ffi testing 
and simulation, generate state vect.ors and send theF" t o a f i:" e 
or communications port, or read simulated or actual "tate 
v e ctors f:::om a file, corr·munications port, or I~,emory . NPS _ SD1 
files include: 
gCOffi_ com.C gCOffi_ dev.c gdisk. c gnone. C 
:1ps_ma~n. c scorr,_d l y.c scom 
-
old . C 
sdisk. c sdisk 2. c Si!Lh 
-
sprop. c sp::-op[:sk. c 
The ORBMECHl SUbdirectory contains source c:cde for the 
Cowell pr:Jpagatar. The propagator includes MSO to WGS-84 and 
WGS - 84 to M50 conversions, Jacchia atmosphere IT,ode. l a~d data 
files, the GEM - 9 gravity IT,odel and forcing f clOctio:1S, and the 
Ru~ge-Klltta fourth order integrator . Oi\.3MECHl t i les incl l~de : 
amatrix _c bgprop_c cowell.c der. c 
gem9 . c getiers _ c gotpot. c 
itowgs84. c jacatm . c jacdat.c m5Clrnp . e 
rk4.0 rnpe.. e rnpm50 . e util.e 
uti l .h 
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The UTIL sul.:direct-ory cant-a ins source code [or 
and' .a:o;m' ut i lities used by the program. UT1L f i l e s inc l c:de' 
edit .c edit fl d.c c8it- rt. c 
-
-
em:n cons .C e~ lo',.;a . asm e~ ma.u . c 
errm_ mapm. c key _ge t . asm key_~nt9 . asm 
swap_ d.asm swap_ f .asm swap_ s. asm 
tdbl 
-
hms .asm t aU 
-
str . asm tgps_utc . c 
t-hrns dbl . asm tiuns str.asm timer.asm 
-
v _ j 20CO . c v _mSO .c v _matrix.c 




ve:-: t- or.c 
The TANS dnd TANS_ S1M subdirect-or~es conta~n SOL.:rce 
code for the DTO 7 0 0·6 leveL I TANS GPS code written "rJy ~1ike 
A-rn ie for NASA . This co::l.e is required f or compiling the 
integ rated program and is included for completeness but wi l l 
not- De discusser..: in this repurt . TA.~S files incl ude : 
almanac. c almanac.h constant . h display. c 
display . h exit. c l og. c Log.h 
m5C eph c m5C eph h ma~n d~s . c map [ils 









fun . l1 nps_ fake . c nps_ If.c para_ dis. c 
para ... dls.h prc_tpkt . c prc_t-pkt .h spc_ edit . c 
spc_ edit-.h tdns _ sys . c tdos51 . c tans51. h 
tansfile . h tdostine . c tdnstime.h tglbtype . h 
t,18 W f. c tns w f. h tnsprtfn . c tnsprt fn. h 
tnsprtsm . c 
TANS_SIM files i!1clude: 
The INC subdirec t ory cO!1tains source CaGe to r 
'include' files used at compile ti!l'.e . I Ke files include: 
com_pcrt.h comyert . i r.c CO:1St .h e dit. h 
edit 
-
rt.h emro . h keys. h nps 
-
if .h 
orbmechl. h packet. h pkt if .h swap . h 
tansykt . h times . h t ypes.h 
vector.h 
The TEST subdirectory CO:1tains source code for VClr:..cus 
routines w::itten to develop or test segments ot t he NPS code. 
TES T files ':" :1clude : 
com txrx. c erorr. 
-
test . c map_ raw. c pkt cln.c 
lJk::. 
-
show. c tans 
-
v2 . c tans 
-
vec.c taniojdump. c 
test com . c test dev . c test vec.c 
- -
-
testl . c test2 . c veet o ld . c Vl:\cde.c 
-
The COM s ubdi::ectory contains source code for 
commun ications reut ine s used by the program for sending and 
receiving dat.a via che RS·232!422 pert . COM files incluc.e: 
orbyort.c tansykt.c tClnsfi l e.c tanspor::..c 
tanspkt.2 . c 
The OBJS sul.:direct:)ry is required by the 'makeEi l e ' 
and becomes the repository Ear ohject f~les created i n the 
compila t ion proce»s. 
Updates to I: r,e NPS software may cGn t ai n additlonal 
fi l es not lis t ed above. 
3 _ Pro gram Ins t allatio n 
The fo l lowing i n struc-:ti o ns assume r.rive A i s a 1 
byte 3 5 " floppy disk drive and drive C is the hard disk. If 
this i s no t the case , substitute the correct drive deSlgnat i on 
when following [he instruc tions . 
Create a dire c [ory on your 
and set it t o the cu r ren t 
c> C : 
C> MKDIR \STS 51 NPS 
C> CD \STS 5 1NPS 
I nsert the 
drive A a m1 
C> A: 
A> copy · • C: 
A> C: 
Remove the disk: f rom drive A . 
Oecompcess t he fi l es on the hard disk u s i ng tr.e inc luded 
PKUNZIP . EX,, : 
C" pkun z ip -d - 0 npS_32 . zip 
C:> pkunzip - ct - 0 npsd3 t 32 . z:'p 
Co> pkur..zip -d -0 nps_exe.z:.p 
The subdirectories will be created and the files wi ll 
autonatical ly be decompressed i n the appropria te 
directories . 
Make an OBJS subdirectory ir. t~e S'I'S51NPS directory· 
C:> MKD I R \03JS 
S . If using Borland C+ + Ver::;ion 3.1 t o 
software, edit the 'BCC PATH', 'LIB?ATH', 
lines in the ' makefile'-in the STSSINPS 
reflect the correct oath of 'bcc.exe', 
C ... - l ibrary and INCLlmE files . 
This completes program instal l ation . 
4. Configuration 
The KPS software util i zes the memory cOl'.figl<rati o n 
f '..l e, 'nps.cfg', located in the 'STSS1NPS' dir e ctory , 
reserve RAM for program use. The amount of memory availab l ." is 
sys t em dependent. The amount of memory requ ired by t.he program 
i ncludes che executable f ile a :1d the sum of the eight plot 
history buffers . Most systems will be limited to a tot.al of 
(;';0 Kbytes. Each p l ot history buffer can :"101d a maximum of fi4 
Kbytes of data. The individual plot bu ff er s i zes are seL in 
:.he configuration file to the desired arroun r, using a!ly ASCII 
editor . The expanded memory option is also ava ilable by 
editing this file . 
Il'. addition to the ' nps.cfg' fi le , the graphics dr iver 
fil es ( *. bgi) , character files ( * .chr), a Ed t he 'iers.dat' 
f ile must be present in the STS51N?S directory . 
The ' iers.dat ' file contains daily var i ations in the 
Earth ' s rotation vector from the Mean o!: 1950 (M-SO) rotat.ion 
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vl'ctor . The f i l e contains d a t d f o::- a 90 day window . T~"l e 
preg::-am has been ceded tu fail if propaga.tion is act:empted 
o uts ide the 9 0 day window. This hard coded fa ilure can be 
removed but the propagatior.s would assume no varidt i un in the 
Earth's rotation vector and produc e erroneous resu l ts. 7 h e 
'ie rs.dat' file i'1clude d with the software inclu des c: he STS - ':. l 
flight wi ndow. For cu rren~_ : :;:RS data, cor.tact the US Nava l 
Obs e :::vatcry. 
Program Comp i 1 ing 
The included makefile and Borland c+~ version 3 l are u sed 
to compi l e the execll table ti les . The source code con c:a ins pre 
p ::-o c essor comrnands that al l o w customizl:lg the comp llat i o n 
process for a particu l ar program. If opt ima l rende zv ous 
predi ct ien functions are desired, th e modif ier - DRN:JZ i s used. 
If GPS data is avai l able, t h e modifier - DGFS is used. 
For e x ample , t o compile ti:Je pest - flight a'1alysis version 
of t:le f,oftware, "sdev_dly . e x e" , i nc l uding ept i mal rendezvous 
predictien f u nctio:l5 and GPS data , the cemmand line i"pu t 
woC) l d be: 
C,. make - DRNOZ - OOPS sCl'v_ dly.exe 
The "makefile" waf, c::-eated this way il": order to 21 1 10·"" 
compilaticn of the sma l lest possibl e exe cu cab l e fi l e and s:..':' ll 
meet. the ope::-a t o::-s requ irements. NOTE Vers i ons compi led 
wi thout. t.he full capabil itie~ cf the NPS softwC'.re ·...,i ll l3.ck 
some of the f ea tu ::-e s discussed i n t.his m3.nu a l 
D. Starting the NPS Program 
Once the des i red prog!:-am vers ion has been compiled us i ng 
t h e ma:<::efi l e provided, the program can be exe cuted. Pro9ram 
initiation pr:..Jcedures depends upon t h e versio:1 bein" run. cm:: 
the integrated TANS GPS/NPS version, the NPS pruyraill i s called 
from the TANS GPS program via a function :<::ey . For stand alo:le 
versions , t ypinS the exer:u tab l e file name at the DOS prompt 
starts the program. Some versio:J.S prompt t he user f or 
information at start up ( ie communications port number. data 
t il e paths/names, etc.) . These are self e xplanatory. 
The executable fi':' e "sdev_dly. e x e" included is used to 
play back pOSt>f l igh: data and is a good version to start w':'th 
for learning the program operation . The program needs the 
"PCDecom" data packet file a:J.d the (optional: TANS GPS da t a 
f i le fo !:- the desired time period of the f l igh t. 
After executing "sdev_dly" at the corrunaad pro:npt, the us e r 
is asked to provide the data source. The default is cum · port 
Over - write the default with the data f i le name (i e 
51_ r.dat) zmd press <ENTER> . The "SIM MENU" appears. Pr e ss 
<Fl> to change the delay t i me betwe!:!n c.ata points ':' 0 the 
playback . <ESC> al ways t.ake ::; the user back to the previ ous 
IIlt'IlU . From the " 511'1 MENU" pre ss <alt S> to start or sto ;J the 
data playback. <F6> is used to enter the )<PS program. 
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A Program Tour 
Upon c"try into the NPS progcam , t he eFT displctys a 
program title, four 1'1; - 50 state v ec tors .in raw received :orm 
aIld in post-propagatf"d form , and an options menu c.:ontainiIlg a 
choice uf plot displays and program seetings f'le nus. From the 
start- up display, tbe user can illLl1edia t ely see if da t a is 
being r e ceived from any of ~_ he fo-elr in::!Ut sUite vector 
(1) Orbiter 1:'\'5, (2) Orbi~_ ,,"r GPS, (3) O:::-bitcr target, 
and :4) SPAS GPS . 
1 _ Plot Menu Options 
The NPS software present s state vector compar.Lsow, i :1 
t h::-c e d i fferent forms: (1) the ,,-bar/V-bar plot , (2 ) the state 
v ('c tor- differ-ence or ' Sawtooth ' plot , and : 3) the Pitch/Ya '", 
display. These a re selectabl e by use 0: tbe <FUNCTION;. keys as 
not e d on t h e menu bar . 
a. R-bar/V-bar Pl o ts 
The R- bar/V - bar ploe disp l ays the rela tive mo tion 
netwe e " a target and d r:haser vehicle a:1d is of particul ar 
impOl'ta:lc ,," dur i ng rendezvo\ls and proximity operations . T;,e 
relativ(' moe ion plot uses a tdrget - cen t ered coonhnate system 
in which the z-axis ro t ates with the target and is pos i t l v e 
diTec:ed radi a l ly t m,anl the Edrt.h , t h e x - a x is is curvi l inear 
and pos i tive i:1 the d irec tion of orcit mot i on, a nd t;,e Y- axi s 
is out-o~ plane and completes the r i ght - ha nd coocdina Le 
sys :e:n . (? igure 8-1.' 
.,r:::'". l ."."-~",,:!-.. l ,..u_,~ I " .;;", 1 ,",:d-~ I ",,1-,", I,,,,,' ~. " ~,o" "~1 ,,;·.'.,.,. 1 
Figure B- l. R- bar/V-bar plot . 
As a re l ative rr.ot:'-on p l ot is normal l y used when th e 
pr,ase ang l e between the target and chaser is small, t h e 
coo:-di:1ate systems u s ed in a :::-elative mot i on pl ot ca:l be 
t hought of a s a local vertical/local horizonta l iLVLii) 
c c ordir.at e system centered at the ta rget . Thlls, if the chase:-
were direct l y be low the target on the r-adius v ec t or to the 
Earth ' s center (R-bar ) , it would appear on the _2 axis of t he 
relat i ve motion plot. S'--milarl y, i f the chase r was a head of 
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tr,e target on the tarqet's velocity vecto!' (V-bar), it would 
appear on the +X a xis on the relative mot ion !Jlet . 
R-bar/V-bar p18ts dre se l ec7.ively a vai liihle t:~lro\lgh 
the u s e of <FUNCTICK> Iceys fo r the fol l O' • .;ing target/chaser 
combina:-_i ons of state vectors: 
• <Fl> SPAS GPS/Orbiter G?S 
• <F2> SPAS GPSjOrbiter INS 
• <oF3> Or-bite:: GPSjOrbiter I NS 
• <F4.:> SPAS GI'SjOrbi ter targ et 
• .cFS::> Orbiter target/Orbiter GPS 
• <<'G> Or-biter targe:--!Or-biter INS 
Pl ots <F3> and <F4> are not used as re l a t ive motian 
plots . These are used as another me':.hod of viewing the 
difference vector and shUl ... on t.he R - bar-/V - bar disp:ay where 
the inertial navigation system thinks the Or-bit.er or SPAS 
located relative to where GPS believes it. is. 
R-bar/V - bar p i 01'.5 can be selec:.ed from t:Je main 
from any other plot. 
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b_ Sawt::oot:h Plots 
The relative differer_ce or 'Sawt.ooth' plots d l splay 
the difference :'n che rr.agnitudes of the position or velocity 
vectors of two source vectors_ (Figures B-2 . , E - 3. J Tbis is 
the too l used to quantify the error between t he ine:-tial 
navigation system and GPS. The results from these p l ots serve 
to validate or invalidate t. he use 0: GPS for Orbiter state 
vector updating. T .... o ' Sawtootr.' plots a::::-e s electlvely 
availab l e through the use of <SHIFT> <FU~CTION> keys: 
• <SHIFT> <F3> orbiter GPS/Orhiter INS 
• <SEIFT> <F4> SPAS GPS/Orbiter target 
Once a 'Sawtoot.h' plo t has beer, selected, the <POl> 
key toggles the plot be:::ween position and velocity vec tor 
co:r.paris::m. 
'Sawtooth' plots can be selected from the rr.air, menu 
or from any other plot . 
'Sawtooth' plots are only available 0:1 p roS'ram 
ve::sions compiled with the - DGPS modifier . 
Figure B-2. Sample Position Difference Sawtooth plot. 
Figure 8 - 3. Sample Velocity Difference Sawtooth plot. 
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c. pitch/Yaw Disp lays 
The Pitch/Yaw display g,,-ves graph ica l 
presentation of the Orbite::: (TOP and SIDE views) and a ta:::-get 
poin:.ing vector measured in pitch up from Orbiter body X-axis 
and yaw about th~ rotated Orbiter body z-axis. (Figure '3 - 4.' 
These angles ar'e computed f:::or:1 th~ sta t e vectors of :.he 
Orbite r and target, and the Orbiter qua:.ernion. ~h~ ? itch /Yaw 
d.'-splay is sele cted with th~ <ALT :>cFS> keys. Target/chase:' 
state vec tor source combinatio:ls for the Pitch/Yaw plo t ca n b e 
selected with the <F9> key . Choices include : 
• SPAS GPS/Orbiter GPS 
• Orbiter tarcret/Orbiter INS 
• SPAS GPS/Orb .'- ter INS 
The pitc:1./Yaw display can be selected frem the :nain 
menu or from any other pl ot . 
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I " .;~". I .,./6-~, I " .. :i-,",1 0-"'1"" I >c.;\ " I ",:O'-~, I ,, · ;t.,~ I 
Figure B · 4. Sample P i tch/Yaw plot. 
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d. Common Plot Features 
(1) Plot Labels 
All plots displ ay the source state vector 
labe l s and the day/time of t he most recent state vector f!'o[!', 
that source in the upper l ett ha:1d corne!' of the display_ 
(2) Plot History Buffers 
The R-bar!V - bar and 'Sawtooth' plots each have 
a l-ing buffer fa!' storing screen displ ays. This pennits the 
user to leave a display and return t o it later and see the 
hist.orical motion or diffe!'ence plot. The buffer s:"zes are set 
in the 'nps.cfg' configu!'ation file . The rr.aximum but~er size 
for each plot is 64 kbytes. The type of p l ot determines the 
number of bytes pe!' data point required. The nurrber of stored 
dat.a points and t:'1e to tal number of poi:1ts available tor each 
p l ot is present.ed in the lowe r left :'1and corner of the 
display. 
(3) Menu Bars 
Menu bars are used t.O assist the operator by 
prOviding a quick reference of available functions at t he 
bottom at the display screen. The multiple menu ba!'s are 
cycled through by pressing the <SPAC"" bar on the keyboard. 
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:2 . Cha n g e S e ttings Menu Option 
The NPS software package i:lcludes all interactive 
~ettin9's display t:,at all:Jws the user to manually ir-put star_e 
vector infcrmation, alter default settings and data used by 
lhe propaga tor. char_ge default scrf>f>n and buffer settings. and 
ad j ust parameters in the thrust/predictor :node (discusse~ 
la t er) . The 'C:,ange Settings' displays are entf>red by pressing 
<Page Up> and <Page Do wn> are used ta display the 
desired sett i ngs page. There are seVf>n settings pages: 
• Sarr.ple and Step Rates 
• Propagat ion Perturba t ions 
• Orbiter Inertial State Vector 
• Orbiter Target State Vector 
• Orbiter GPS State Vector 
• SPAS GPS State Vector 
• :'hrust IIlforrraticn 
To change a setting on a display. the user :nust_ 
advance the curser to the desired setting J..;.SJ.ng <,AEl> 
<ENTER>. overw.::-ite the se tting. and press <ENTER;> prior co 
exiting the settings menu . 
Sample and Step Rates 
Samp l e rates ( in sees, 0 '" f ast ) 
plot s show: 0 
buffer save: 10 
Orb - GPS filter save : 9 
auto - reru:1: N rec.1n delay: 300 
Step size for propagation (ir. 10 
Maximum p ropagation time (in 1 800 
Position pn ::: t o-:- s ettings 
Poin ts to splay: 40 
Step size sees): 60 
Auto·:node cie l ay: a 
d. Sample and Step Rates Pa.ge 
The Sample ar.d Step Rates page displays fo:: edi t i ng 
plot show rate, buffer save rate, Orbiter GPS fi lte r ,-,Cive 
rate , fi l : .e r auto-rerun Clnd rerun delay rate , propagator step 
si z e . maximum va l id propagation t ime, and predictor 05ett i ngs. 
Thes e parameters are defined below. 
• Pl ot S :"10 W Rat e - minimum time, i n seconds. between scree'n 
writ es of -:-elative rEo t i on data . 
• Orbiter GPS Pil t.er Save Rate 
between TANS G?S state vectors 
buffer. 
in seco nds, between p l ot. 
butfe:: f i l es. 
i n seconds. 
GPS filter 
• Orbiter GPS Pilte-:- AU:'o-Rerun Switch ON/OFF switch ro:: 
the f i lter ac.to - rerun f eatu r e. When active, t h e fi~te:: 
wi l l execute and solve for a new fi l tered s:.ate vector to 
propagate from every rerUIl delay r ate . 
11< 
mode . 
Size - Time increment:, in SeCO;lc.s, for r_he 
to step forward with. 
of Predictor 
Size Step size, in seccnds 
in seconds, ber_ween 
when in AUTO PRED ICT 
1\.11 times/rates are in seconds. 
the 
Propagat_ion Percu::::-batio:1s 
Drag Mode on : Y 
Ballistic numbers 
O::::-biter: 64 
Payload : 64 
Propaga t or Information 
Zona l Harmonics; 4 
Tessera l Earmo::lics: 4 
b. Propagation Perturbations Page 
The Propagation PerturbatiOl:' page a l lows editing :)f 
propagator parameters. These include· 
• Dra g Mode Status - ON/OFF switch fo::::- use o f drag ! :)rces in 
the propagator . Default is ON. 
• Solar Flux The predicted F - 10.7 so l ar 
This pa:::-ameter af f ects the height of t he 
hence. the a t mospheric d:::-ag . 
• Mean Sola:::- Flux - The 90 day average solar 
This paraneter affec ts the height of the 
hence, the atmospheric drag. 
• Geomag::let ic Ac t ivity I::ldex Measurement of t:'le Earth's 
magnet ic activity. 
• Zonal/Tesseral Earmo:1ics - The number of 
the geopotent ia l functio::l to include in 
(up to 30). Using more harmonics increases 
g~~a~~~p:~a~/~ .at the cost of increased w "pu',a,wn 
11 6 
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c . Scate Vector- Page!: (4) 
The Stat.e Vec:::or Pages present and al l ow keyboar d 
ent.ry of edch oE the four sta t.e vector inputs. Definable 
par<l.meters In:::lude: 
• S:::ate Vector Posit.ion M- 50 i nertial coordinates X, Y, 
and Z in k i lofeet . 
- M- ,)O inerr.ial ve '.. or:ity Vx. Vy. and 
stamp of the given sta:::e vector 
minute, and second. 
• Apply Time Correction An eN/OFF flag. OF? acc r::pts t he 
time tag of a state vector as is. ON modifies the time t ag 
by a specified number of seconds. Defau l t is OFF. 
GPS source State Vector Pages inc l ude the fol l owing additional 
options: 
• Source for GPS State Vecter - Flag for deten~inir:g SC;Jrce 
state vector coordinate system, M-SO or wes - a.;,. Defc:lu l t i s 
M- 50 . 
conversion scheme of WGS-84 
vector. The ' iload file' 
conversion matrix for a 
converter uses the ma:.rix 
since the file date. The 
complete WGS-84 to M- SO 
The' computed' option costs more OOIT,outcatwn 
is 'lioad file' . 
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Thrust info:crna.t~on (It s) 
A P- A +x up :'C 
- x down 'J.G 
-z ]n 
low - z ) _z out 0 05 20 0C 
- 0 onooo 
A?- 3 - x up a 016000 
-x down ·0 016000 
-z out 
law · z) - z ou t 
_z in 
s Ow + 
-0 . 034000 
0.013000 
- 0.034000 
LVLH _ : h~·;J. s t i n LVLH: N 
?1 r u st on: N Tot.al thrust: (XYZ) : o . 0000 o. 0000 o . oooe 
:-K (uo riOT pick whol e orbjt. in t ervals ! ) : 000/01:00:00 000 
~-
1 1 9 
d . Thrus t Information Page 
The Thrust Information Page presen t_ s and allows 
keyboard ent.ry of thrust vector data to be used by the 
predict-or for displaying predicted relative mot_ion based upon 
p l anned :.h::-us:.er fi::-ings. Parameters i nclude; 
• DAp·A/DAP-B Single Impulse Thrust Ser.tings 
impulse thru.s:-. conponents for tbe Digital Auto · Pi l ot 
j\ and B modes in feet per second . Default set_tings 
are actua l values for the Orbiter thrus:.e::- system . 
• Future Thrust - An ON/O?F flag for future thru st relative 
motion predictor function. This function , when a ctivated, 
allows the programming of thnls t er firings at a specif i ed 
t i me in r.he fu:.ure and displays :.he predicted reliit_i ve 
mo t ion on the R-bar/V·bar display along side the predicted 
mot_ion of the Orbiter wi:.hou t r.hruster inF,lts. 
• ?uture Thrust Activation Tirr.e 
desired thrust inputs relative 
absolute U':'C . 
• Thrust in LVLH A..'1 ON/OFF 
inputs are in the LV:":; 






• Thru st On . ON/OF? flag indicating if the thrust function 
Default is D?F. 
• Total Thrust - Cu::-ren t thruster settings {XYZ I in fee:: !=le r 
second . 
• Time to Rendezvous I TTR) 
Rendezvous function for 
iIl'.pu l se rendezvous thrusts. 
of the orbital per i od due 
function. Defau lt is one hour. 
3 . Additional Func tions and Pr o g rall'l Fe a t ur e s 
An assortment of tools and fear.ur e s · .. ·ere i ncluded l r' 
the NPS software to provide additional information t!"'.e 
user . These features can be found on the menu bar at the 
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bottom of ea ch plot. Multiple menu bars are avai lable and can 
be cycled through by pressing the <SPACE> ba!". 
a. P~ot Sealipg/Shift:ipg 
Al l R·bar/V-bilr pl8ts are independent1y scalah l e in 
the V· bar anj R- bar d i rection. V·bar sca l ing is accomplished 
througb the c.se of left il:1d r i ght <arrow> keys. Simila rly, R-
bar sca l ing is accomplished with t h e up and down <arrow> keys. 
Al l 'Sawtooth' plots are scalabl e in magnitc.de (Y) 
and tim'." (X) with the same arrow key scheme. 
P10t shift i ng ( l e ft,right,up,down) is avai l ab l e on 
a11 R-bar/V-bar and' Sawt ooth' plots in a s imi:'a r manr.er t o 
plot sca l ing us ing the <CTRL><arrow> keys . 
b. Fast Pi teh/Ya.w 
If t he pyogra m 
operator desir'."s 
pitch/yaw i nformation whil e 
rema i n i ng in an R·bilr/V·bar 
plot, t he Fast Pitch/Yaw 
option . <ALT><FG>, 
avai l able. This opt ion 
disp l ays the target's 
c urrent pitch and YdW angles 
:':1 degrees and range in t he 
1 
j-' 
t ~ o 
Figure B - S. Sample Fast ply 
display. 
upp'."r l eft hand corner of t he cu::-rent plot. (Figure B , S .) The 
r'ast Pit c'r":!Yaw Lmc t ion is a one t. ime calc'.llation at t ime of 
execution, freeing up CPU time that is used for continuous 
pitch/yaw p l otting in the <ALT><F5> pitch/Yaw display . 
c. Predictors 
Relative motion prediction is available by 
propagat.ing t.he orbits a:"1ead in time, allowing t.he user to see 
"..-he re the Orbit.er wi l l be ie the future. The predictor 
function can be singularly executed f o r a one-time predict i on, 
<F7>, or placed in an aut.omatic update mode, <F8>. Initiation 
of the predictor disp l ays the Euture posit i on of the Orbiter 
on the screen in increments set by the user. The deEaul t 
settings are Ear ten p o ints at one minute interva:"s. Both the 
number of poi:1ts and the i:1terval are adjus t ab l e by char,ging 
settings in the 'Sample and Step Rates' Page of the Change 
Se ttings <FlO> function. 
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1 M~~""' I",,~~~, ,_~t-o,, 1 c - JJ_,~ I".,:", 1 M:J-~, 1 ",;1-",1,,,,,'",,1·,,/',,,,1 ":\;,,, 
Figure B - 6. Sample R-bar/V-bar plot with Predi ctor active. 
I 
d. H-bar Display 
The R-:Oa.r-/V-ba.r- plot does r.ot :":1cl,-,de OLt·ct pL"':J"!(' 
ccrr.ponent intor:na:io:1. To provide t:'1:"s inforrr,a::ion v:"s·~!al:"y 
the H-:Oar, or momer.tum vector cor:rponer.t of displ:lcement ce 
disp~ ayed in :he \:ppe ::: right ha:1c- of 
d:"splay is ::cg2":"ed On 0:: Off by ::he "'CALT>"'CF9> : ... ey. De: ""'.: 1: 
sctt:"r.g i::; 0:1. 
e. GPS Fil t:er 
The progra m cor.tains a :"eas: sq'..:.ares f:"t 
:ilter developed by the Mr.Don:1el:" Doug:"as C:Jrro:::.o.tio:l 
':o r NAS.lI.. ':'ANS GPS "tate vector::; IJrcvide high ,:,o:on:~:J:1 
accuracy on the ordt-!r of a few ::lundr ed [eet. TA..,\S veloc':':y 
vectors are :1ot so acct.:.rate wit:"":! errors on tr.e order o~ 
:!\eter per second. Fo:!;' state vector ~ro:uagations over sh:Jrt 
periods 0: time tr.:..s is manageable. ~or :"or.ge:: p::opagations, 
the velor.~ty e:·ror can cat.:.se s:'gni.::icant er:· 
r.;Iupagated state. '.:'t",e p'.lrpose of a filter :"8 to S:TI:)utll 
er::ors :":1 positior: and velocity so tr.at long propagat':'on:= rr.ay 
used in :he event the TANS Lnit i", switcr.ed :)[[ or 
Lmc:::ionir.g. 
The ::il:er i" impleme:1:ed by the "CTRL><~l> 
"This f'..lter na:"nta::'ns a state b-.l:fer of :he la:est 
s'..xt y Orbit.er GPS s:ate vectCI"s. 1:1 t::le event thal_ c~"' Orhiter 
G~S state vector io; lost due to a TANS fo.:"l·-.lrc, :.hc GPS ['..lte-:: 
fun~t. i on sulves for a smoc thf>d s t.ate veccor to continue 
propagation wi th. 
f. DAP IIIOde 
The Oi 9"ital Autopil:J t , or OAF, mode allcw~ the user 
t o l :1pUt. thrust.er !:.lr i ngs at. pre~enr_ or future t.imes to 
exa:lune t he resulting re l ative motion on tr_e R-barjV-lJar pJot. 
Activat ion of the DAP mode key "CTRL""F7" disp l ays the DII.f 
menu bar. The OAF mode menu consists of the following optio ns; 
• ;Zeset "SPACE" Turns 'CAP mode di~pldy off. 
disp l ay wit.h current. DAf 
Thruscer firings car, be entered in :,vLE or Orbicer body 
cucrdinates by the arrow keys in t.hlS mode, or alt.ernat. i vely 
fru:n the f:hange Settings "FlO" Thrust In f ormation page . From 
the Thru!';c Information page, the time of t hrust il'.'1plel'le ncat ion 
may be set a l lowing for view i:1g of future Orbiter motion based 
on planned maneuvers. 
NOTE - Upon ente~ing the DAP mode, keyboa~d cone-oj 
i~ turned over to the DAP mode keyboard handler , N?S keyboard. 
functio!1s such as sca l ing O~ plot selec:.ion a~e not dva l lah l e 
i n th i s mode , Keyboa!."d con t ro l is retur:1ed to the NPS keyboard 
handler UpO!1 exiti:1g DAP mode «ESC> key) , 
g. Rendezvolls Predictor 
The rende zvolls p:::"edictor f unctio!1, <CTkL><Ffi>, is 
applicatio!1 of the two impu l se optimal c'e:ldezvol:.s 
a l gorithm, When activated, the !."endezvo~s predictor solves fo r. 
the thrust requi~ed to complete the rendezvous and appl ie s 
this thrust to the pred i ctor, This f unction is availab le only 
when the program is ccmpiled with t he - DR:""DZ mcdifie r , 
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